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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, everything is information. Thousands of individuals commute
and interact with the urban and social environment where they live and
work, while the amount of situations and contexts from which informa-
tion can be extracted, analyzed and elaborated is definitively huge. Ev-
eryday more and more “smart” devices and platforms are technologically
connected among themselves and used by all the World as sources and
gatherer of any kind of data useful to represent information in different
flavours. Accordingly to this, many research fields as Internet of Things
(IoT) and ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) are born, founding many ap-
plication in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), Smart Cities and Home
Automation scenarios.
During last years, Computer Scientist and Engineers are always look-
ing for technologies suitable to exploit, either in an automatic or semi-
automatic way, the sensing and cooperative capabilities of the majority of
today’s existing devices, in order to retrieve useful data by using them.
As an example, some possible scenarios could involve the participation of
communities of volunteers willing to use their smartphones, tablets and
wearable devices to periodically transmit their location as they move in
urban areas, to share their health and workout data and compare them
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with those provided by other people sharing the same interests, to perform
real-time monitoring of interesting environmental parameters (e.g. tem-
perature, humidity, CO2 level, water and soil quality, etc.) of particular
areas in order to improve life conditions and to be ready to act in case of
danger, and so on.
On this wave, several Mobile CrowdSensing (MCS) solutions have
been proposed by many authors with the aim of helping people to face
such a kind of goals from a complete novel point of view by using models
which are quite different with respect to those usually adopted. Everyday
new powerful and smart devices are put on sale at cheaper and affordable
prices, creating a real necessity and a worldwide trend which now spreads
in the life of everyone. However, the existing heterogeneity among real-
world environments and hardware makes these challenges not so easy.
Users’ evolving needs require either general-purpose or ad-hoc applications
able to automatically guarantee a clever, dynamic and easy interaction
with both smart-objects and human people.
With the aim of address these challenges and give our contribute to
such a kind of research areas, in this Master thesis we want to introduce
and describeMobile Component-based CrowdSensing (MC2S),
an open-source, autonomic, Cloud-free, portable and component-based
framework designed to simplify the development and to support the effi-
cient management and execution of multiple, secure, interoperable and
concurrent MCS applications and born from the collaboration between
University of Pisa and Trinity College Dublin. During our description we
will refer to applications by using the term plug-in. By using MC2S, users
can either simply develop their own plug-ins or exploit the on-demand
context information provided by plug-ins developed by other people. In
the first case, programmers exploit the APIs provided by the framework
with the aim of developing an application able to extract some particu-
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lar, useful and high-level context information coming directly from rough
devices’ sensors. In the second case, for example, users may use the in-
formation obtained by other plug-ins to transparently perform different
kinds of analysis, to undertake decisions about behavioural changes of an
automatic system, and so on. The number of circumstances within which
a MCS framework may be suited is not only definitively huge, but it can
be also further and easily extended depending on both humans collective
needs and the imagination power of the people who are using it.
MC2S framework is written in Java and exploits the features offered
by OSGi framework to define, manage, and orchestrate modular plug-
ins out of multiple components, just called Plug-In Components. These
components, in turn, are able to cooperate and to both share and reuse
among themselves meaningful information directly extracted from the de-
vices on top of they are executing. MC2S provides also mechanisms suit-
able for the automatic, dynamic and on-the-fly discovery, download and
injection of new plug-ins, by ensuring remarkable self-assembly and auto-
download properties. Accordingly to information reuse and component-
based principles, a particular plug-in may specify a set of dependencies
toward context information produced by other plug-ins that it requires
in order to be executed. To check the satisfaction of these dependencies,
every plug-in is subject to a resolution process which aims to build a
solutions space containing all the possible resolution solutions for it. A
single resolution solution is nothing else than a set containing other plug-
ins which, once all installed, are able to satisfy all the dependencies of the
initially involved plug-in. In order to dynamically integrate a new plug-in
within the framework, a particular resolution solution is chosen for it and
all the plug-ins contained within that solution, if not already installed, are
installed and executed inside the framework before the actual execution
of the first one. However, since the resolution space could also consider
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plug-ins contained inside known and trusted remote repositories, when
the locally installed plug-ins are not enough to fully satisfy all the needed
requirements, the download process may involve these repositories to ex-
tend the possibility to integrate plug-ins which are able to fully satisfy the
considered requirements. The priority is by the way given to resolution
solutions containing plug-ins that are already installed within the running
instance of MC2S.
An MC2S instance runs on top of a Java-compliant device as a sim-
ple, lightweight and multi-threaded Java application packaged within an
OSGi Bundle. This Bundle is so embedded within an instance of Apache
Felix implementation of OSGi framework specifications which, in turn,
is itself embedded within either an Android or pure-Java application, de-
pending on the considered device. The Felix instance is also used as con-
tainer to install the user defined plug-ins, which are themselves packaged
as OSGi Bundles and dynamically managed by MC2S Bundle. All the en-
tities defined at different embedding levels are finally executed within an
instance of the architecture-dependant Java Virtual Machine (or Dalvik
Virtual Machine/AndroidRunTime, in Android) hosted by the underlying
Operating System. In every moment, MC2S is able to enrich, in a com-
pletely modular way with respect to the already integrated components,
the features and the sensing capabilities of the device on top of which it is
running. In other words, when a new set of third-part components offering
some features is integrated inside an instance of the framework running
on a particular device, then that device automatically becomes able to
indirectly offer those features to other applications. The client applica-
tion does not need to necessarily run on top of the device itself, instead
it may also run within external environments and perform requests to the
framework through the network. Of course, especially in the second case,
security mechanisms have been developed in order to preserve privacy and
21
protect sensitive data of the final user.
The MCS framework has been built on the line guide of results, ex-
periments and models already faced by several existing MCS frameworks
and middlewares. Among the platforms inspired our work, mainly we
can find Medusa, MOSDEN, PRISM, MoST and Ambient Dynamix.
Even though they often provide common features and capabilities, in gen-
eral they differ not only from infrastructural and architectural point of
view, but also most of them neglect some important features which, in
our opinion, are fundamental to actively participate to and enrich the
CrowdSensing scenario.
Several experiments demonstrated that the provided MC2S framework
implementation achieves nice performances when it runs on top of devices
hosting architectures provided of nowadays used technologies and hard-
ware. It has been successfully tested on Java-compliant smartphones,
tablets, micro-controllers and laptops. The framework ensure functional
portability and comes out responsive also when it is running on top of
outdated and weak-power architectures, of course at the price of an ad-
ditional energy consumption caused by an higher usage of the available
resources.
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Chapter 2
Mobile CrowdSensing
The term CrowdSensing mainly refers to sharing data collected by sens-
ing devices with the aim to measure a phenomena of common interest.
However, because of the increasing availability of mobile and wearable
sensing devices all over the World and of the set of integrated technolo-
gies put all together within them, CrowdSensing is fast becoming Mobile
CrowdSensing (MCS), a new sensing paradigm based on the power of the
crowd jointly with the sensing capabilities of various mobile devices. As
we will see in the next chapters, MCS is not only suitable to gather large
amount of data, but also to extend the number of use cases of many other
scenarios. In particular, fields like Smart Cities, Domotics and Ubiquitous
Computing are quite involved.
2.1 Social and daily life impact
Nowadays, personal devices are usually considered a way to extend the
sensing and communication coverage of existing Wireless Sensor Net-
works. Any kind of sensing device, including smartphones (e.g. iPhone 1,
1iPhone. Apple Inc., www.apple.com
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Nexus 2), sensor-embedded gaming systems (e.g. Xbox 3,Kinect 4,Wii 5),
microcontrollers (e.g. Arduino 6, Raspberry Pi 7, Telos 8), in-vehicle sen-
sor devices (e.g. OBD-II 9 andGPS 10), but also any kind of software able
to combine and interpret raw data obtained from them may be exploited
in many useful ways during daily life situations.
For instance, in Waze 11, drivers contribute by reporting information
about road conditions, debris and traffic while their location is automati-
cally detected by the GPS and periodically transmitted to a central server.
This server aggregates all the information that receives and computes the
average traffic speed on each road, which is then used to offer updated
routing suggestions to the drivers using the app.
Another example is the success of wearable devices and commercial
initiatives such as Sensordrone 12, Node 13 and Fitbit 14, since they have
opened the range of possible applications by producing cheap devices that
can be paired with smartphones through low-energy Bluetooth 15, Wi-Fi
Direct 16 or NFC 17 protocols, and that users can use for health monitor-
ing and personalise by equipping with additional sensors, in a plug-and-
play fashion.
Moreover, a strong impact is also observable in domotic area, where
2Nexus smartphone. Google Inc., www.google.com
3Xbox game console. Microsoft Corporation, www.xbox.com
4Kinect motion sensing device. Microsoft Corporation, www.xbox.com
5Wii game console. Nintendo, www.nintendo.it
6Arduino microcontroller platform. www.arduino.cc
7Raspberry Pi microcontroller. Raspberry Pi Foundation, www.raspberrypi.org
8Telos microcontroller. www.telosbsensors.wordpress.com
9On-Board Diagnostic System. B&B Electronics, www.obdii.com
10Global Positioning System. U.S. Air Force, www.gps.gov
11Waze, a real-time help from other drivers. Waze Mobile, www.waze.com
12SensorDrone, the 6th sense of your smartphone and Beyond. Sensorcorn.
13NODE, a modular, handheld powerhouse of sensors. George Yu.
14Fitbit smartwatch. Fitbit Inc., www.fitbit.com
15Bluetooth Wireless technology. Bluetooth SIG Inc., www.bluetooth.org
16Wi-Fi Direct, portable Wi-Fi that goes with you anywhere. Wi-Fi Alliance, www.wi-fi.org
17NFC, Near Field Communication. www.nearfieldcommunication.org
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both Home Automation and Smart Home systems like Loxone Minis-
erver 18 andHomeSeer HomeTrollers 19 are already supported and adopted
in many houses, while their trend is increasing over the years. Home au-
tomation is affecting also household appliances that people uses everyday,
like washing machines, fridges, microwaves, etc.
What has been said until now represents only a small part of feasible
applications, but it is not difficult to imagine the huge amount of situations
in which such kind of technologies may be exploited to both improve the
life of the people and build a better future for the next generations [4].
2.2 Categories
From the literature, as described in [5] and [6], five main categories of
CrowdSensing may be distinguished on the basis of two criteria: the in-
volvement of the user in the CrowdSensing process and on the type of the
measured phenomenon.
On the basis of the first criterion, we can distinguish:
1. participatory CrowdSensing, in which the users of the sensing
devices actively send sensors data to an information collector;
2. opportunistic CrowdSensing, in which the information is auto-
matically sent by the device, with a minimal involvement of the
user in the process (e.g. security permissions, etc.).
Instead, on the basis of the second criterion, we can distinguish:
1. environmental CrowdSensing, used for measuring the natural en-
vironment (e.g. level of water, air pollution, etc.);
18Loxone Miniserver, the centrally managed home automation server. Loxone, www.loxone.com
19HomeTroller home hub controller. HomeSeer Inc., www.homeseer.com
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2. infrastructure CrowdSensing, used to measure and analyze the
public infrastructure (e.g. traffic congestion, road conditions, etc.);
3. social CrowdSensing, used for measuring data about the social life
of individuals (e.g. the places visited by an individual, its health
etc.).
Obviously a CrowdSensing platform may belong to more than a single
category at the same time, among those described above. A summary of
what has been described in this chapter is reported in the table 2.1
Criterion
Involvement of the user Type of phenomenon
Types of
CrowdSensing
Participatory Environmental
Opportunistic Infrastructure
Social
Table 2.1: Categories of CrowdSensing
2.3 Privacy implications
Most CrowdSensing applications, based on their inherent nature, are built
to collect different kinds of data. In many cases, these data represent
sensitive information that people prefer do not disclose. In particular,
opportunistic CrowdSensing raises more privacy concerns with respect
to participatory CrowdSensing, since the “opportunistic users” have not
direct control on the data they submit. For example, the microphone of
a smartphone may record not only environmental noises, but also voices
of people undertaking a conversation. For those reasons, as described in
[12], three main approaches have been developed in order to protect the
privacy of the users in CrowdSensing platforms.
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2.3.1 Encryption
By using encryption, as well know from generic security applications, data
submitted by the users will be not understandable by unauthorized third
parties, even if in some way they would acquire the encrypted data. It
is important to note that, in order to encrypt a large amount of data, a
significant computational power may be needed, causing a non negligible
power consumption. This clearly means that the most famous encryption
algorithms are not always suitable when smart devices are considered.
For example, let us consider a situation in which a person needs to
meet their friends in a new pub. In order to save time and to find the local
easily, this person uses Google Maps 20 app on its smartphone, providing
real-time information related to its location to Google servers in order to
be routed toward the right place. If these data had been sent without
any form of encryption, then the users privacy would be compromised.
On the other hand, if an heavy encryption algorithm had been used for
the same purpose, the whole application would become useless because
of both losing real-time features and consuming too much energy. Indeed
the Maps app is on purpose built for smart devices, providing ad-hoc low
energy encryption algorithms which ensures security.
2.3.2 Data Perturbation
Perturbation techniques consists in adding “noise” to data immediately
before they are submitted, preserving their meaning. Some widely used
forms of data perturbation are the micro-aggregation, which refers to re-
placing some parts of the data with an aggregated or more general value,
obtained using a well defined strategy, and the randomized data distor-
20Google Maps, discover the world around you is now more simple and fast. Google Inc.,
www.maps.google.com
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sion that, in turn, attempts to hide the sensitive data by modifying them
using random matrices owning a “predictable” structure [8].
As it is simple to imagine, the increasing of the perturbation is inversely
proportional to usability of the data themselves, since data may become
useless if their inherent structure was lost. This means that perturbation
techniques must be used carefully, if data want to be preserved.
2.3.3 Anonymization
Anonymization is a technique exploitable in all the contexts where the
removal of the identifying information from collected data does not affect
the analysis part. For example, if a CrowdSensing application aims to
identify the amount of people that are present in a particular urban area,
the identity of the people themselves is not important, so it can be removed
in order to anonymize the content.
2.4 State of the art
Existing CrowdSensing platforms, middleware and frameworks are trying
to give their contribute by providing different solutions in both offer MCS
services and give the possibility to build personalized MCS applications.
With the advent of the Cloud, many of them exploit monolithic designs
providing the well known Mobile CrowdSensing as a Service (MCSaaS)
[10], with which raw data are typically first collected and preprocessed
on mobile devices, and then transmitted to a remote Cloud for further
processing, in order to extract high-level context from information. Even-
tually, mobile devices will receive from the Cloud future context-related
notifications and alerts affecting their decisions and behaviour. This is
in line with Cloud-centric IoT solutions, where data storage, analysis and
real-time processing are performed into the Cloud, while only the raw data
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collecting process is performed on mobile devices. Such a kind of approach
requires effort due to the integration of Cloud mechanisms on the different,
possibly heterogeneous, mobile devices. Furthermore, in order to promote
an easy usability and the acceptance from users point of view, it is really
important that both the sensing process and data transmission from mo-
bile devices toward the Cloud (and vice-versa) are carefully controlled and
activated only when needed. Only in this way energy-efficient manage-
ment and context-aware orchestration can be achieved. According to what
has been said up to now, nowadays publish/subscribe infrastructures offer
the standard solution canvas used in such a kinds of MCS systems, since
they guarantee efficient and continuous data publishing into the Cloud
and near real-time delivery of notifications to subscribed mobile devices.
Among the most famous existing MCS middleware matching the above
structure, we can find Medusa and PRISM, which will be described more
in detail in chapter 6.
Figure 2.1: Publish/Subscribe infrastructural model
As alternative to the Cloud-based solutions, a Peer-to-Peer approach
is used by many MCS frameworks, providing direct cooperation among
users devices. This solution aims to extract high-level context locally on
smart devices, directly from extracted raw sensor data, without sending it
to centralized entities for further elaboration. Sometimes, in such a kind of
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scenario, remote servers could passively participate to store the high-level
context data produced by smart devices in a persistent an fault-tolerant
fashion.
Among the forces and the features that such a kind of approach should
offer, we may observe that:
• no centralized entities are needed, since the management and elabo-
ration of collected data is performed directly by either single mobile
devices or groups of them. The absence of interaction with the
Cloud considerably reduces the amount of data transfer needed
to synchronize the devices. Moreover, since nowadays the majority
of mobile devices are powerful and provided by lightweight OS able
to adapt their behaviour based on different factors, like the remain-
ing battery level, the resource usage monitoring and the amount of
workload, they are able to guarantee, sometimes in a less expensive
way, many of the features provided by a Cloud-based infrastructure,
among which the ability of extract high-level context directly from
collected raw data and to minimize data loss, the fault-tolerance
and the dynamic adaptation mechanisms, the autonomicity, and
many others;
• resource discovering mechanisms are available to create on-the-fly
opportunistic networks of “neighbours” mobile devices, allowing
direct cooperation among them either in case of need or simply to
exchange information. The discovery process generally uses short-
range standards and protocols like Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Direct and
NFC, guaranteeing also nice portability features among heteroge-
neous devices;
• each smart device is potentially able to autonomously support, in
a modular way, the concurrent execution of multiple and heteroge-
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neous MCS applications, ensuring no interference among themselves
and managing their execution monitoring their behaviour with re-
spect to the main non functional concerns (e.g. battery consump-
tion, security, etc.).
Figure 2.2: Peer-to-Peer infrastructural model
Already existing P2P-based solutions are able to offer only a subset
of the above described features. Indeed, many of them are suitable only
for particular use cases, restricting their usability only to either domain-
specific MCS applications or strict-compatible environments. In addition,
many of them are not able to offer to MCS developers a rapid, intuitive
and easy way to develop MCS applications. As we will see in chapter 6,
among the most famous existing MCS frameworks faithful to P2P-based
structure we can find Ambient Dynamix, MoST and MOSDEN.
Anyway, with MC2S we are addressing the challenges of improving,
completing and extending the features offered by today existing MCS
platforms by developing a Cloud-free, open, autonomic and component-
based MCS framework designed to simplify the development and to sup-
port the efficient management of multiple, secure, portable, interoperable
and concurrent MCS applications. As we will see in the next sections,
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the capabilities offered by the framework enable the fast and on-demand
deployment of new sensing tasks, which are automatically adapted to op-
erate over heterogeneous devices and different settings.
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Chapter 3
MC2S framework
features and design
Many alternatives have been evaluated before and during the design of
MC2S framework, heavily influencing the next development phases. In
this chapter we will first describe the motivations and the needs that led
us to build a novel Mobile CrowdSensing framework, starting from the
original idea of just develop a new software layer on top of an already
existent middleware. Then we will describe the technologies used to de-
velop the framework and explore its key features by giving an abstract
view of what MC2S is able to offer. Finally, we will move on its software
design, explaining the most important choices made and modelling its
component-based architecture through a layered stack. We will visit the
stack by using a classic bottom-up approach, in order to explore in de-
tail the content and the capabilities offered individually by every software
layer.
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3.1 Motivations and needs
The idea of develop an innovative Mobile CrowdSensing framework was
born during the first period of this Master thesis, when I was in Dublin.
I started my thesis applying for an internship period at Trinity College,
during which I worked with the Distributed Research Group for some
months, under the supervision of Dr. Mauro Dragone. I spent there four
months, then I continued the work in Pisa under the supervision of Prof.
Stefano Chessa.
In order to understand the reasons why MCS frameworks are everyday
needed, it is enough to imagine the huge range of applications present in
any area that can be either realized or simplified by using them. Nowa-
days, smart devices are able to generate an unprecedent amount of data
that can twist many sectors, including business, economy, environmental
monitoring, healthcare, social networks, and so on. Thanks to both their
ubiquity and interconnection through different technologies all over the
World, any kind of data that can be extracted and analyzed from these
devices may represent a precious source of potential information. Data
analysis not only creates the interest of big corporations and companies,
but it has often an enormous impact also on people daily life and on com-
munities having either a common interest or that want to support and
help some existent initiatives. Accordingly to these reasons, it is really
important to give people both this kind of technologies and an easy way
to use and understand them. In particular, the crucial points that Com-
puter Scientist and Engineers are facing during these years are to make
this kind of instruments more and more “user friendly” and flexible to
many situations as possible.
At the begin of the internship period, the main idea was to build
a general-purpose, component-based, lightweight, secure, dynamic and
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portable framework starting from some already existent open source MCS
middlewares and platforms. Our aim was not only to try to improve them
by working on missing and neglected features, but also to fix some of-
fered features in order to make them closer to our goal. After an initial
and accurate analysis phase in which pros and cons of these systems have
been evaluated, we eventually decided to focus on Ambient Dynamix (see
section 6.5) mainly because of the correlation of its features with respect
to our milestones. In this direction, since of the open-sourceness of the
framework, we tried to investigate it more in detail by looking at both its
architecture and source code with the aim of building our framework as a
new software layer on top of it. However, even if Dynamix is the currently
existent solution closest to our purposes, its architecture did not allow us
to fully realize our ideas, imposing real limits from different points of view.
In particular, we established that in order to enrich Dynamix with most
of the features we want to add, we would have to either get around its
security layer or rewrite a big portion of the framework core itself. Other
separation motivations are related to missing portability, to the partial
component-based architecture and on the possibility of write applications
having only a small freedom degree. In the first case, since Dynamix has
been specifically made for Android devices, many features exploited by
the framework are actually native mechanisms offered by Android APIs
(e.g. Intent, ServiceConnection, etc) which need to be reimplemented
on other type of architectures. In the second case, instead, the choice of
having Dynamix as underlying level does not allow to adopt an efficient
component-based management of the implemented MCS application and,
as consequence, it obstructs the development of both self-assembly and
automatic cooperation mechanisms. Finally, for the third case, we ob-
served that the development of new MCS applications having our desired
features becomes often time-wasting and difficult through the described
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solution, and in some cases even impossible.
Accordingly to these motivations, we decided to rewrite the whole
framework from scratch by exploiting all the knowledges learned from
both the literature and the previous works. This direction finally led
us to develop and implement Mobile Component-based CrowdSensing
(MC2S), an open source, autonomic and Cloud-free framework based on
Java and OSGi standards and designed with the aim of simplifying the
development and support the efficient management and execution of mul-
tiple, secure, portable, interoperable and concurrent MCS applications. It
is important to highlight that even though MC2S is sold as Mobile Crowd-
Sensing framework, its Java and modular nature make it adaptable and
suitable over an huge and always increasing range of scenarios.
3.2 Offered features and used technologies
In this section we will describe better the features offered by MC2S, ne-
glecting how they are really realized within the framework. We will just
describe the most important features from an abstract point of view, post-
poning the explanation about their realization to next sections. In the
meanwhile, we will also give an implementation-free characterization of
the technologies needed to furnish the exposed capabilities.
3.2.1 Community and plug-in repositories
By developing MC2S we did not want to build a proprietary platform or
an industrial software to sell and maintain, instead we wanted to initiate
a new MCS community. As happen in all good and real communities,
people inside them belong to different races and study areas, but all of
them have common interests and in particular hope to enrich and enlarge
the community itself.
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Focusing on the development of MCS applications, inside MC2S com-
munity we can identify two kinds of developers: plug-in developers and
application developers. The first kind is related to the development of
new plug-ins, that are entities which, once installed within the framework,
are able to both produce and make available some particular context infor-
mation to others plug-ins or applications. On the other hand, application
developers build applications which just ask to other plug-ins for some
context information and use the incoming information for their purposes.
In other words, application are just context consumers, while plug-ins
may be both context producers and consumers, or only one of the two,
but never none of them.
In order to make easier and faster the sharing of developed software
within the community, the idea is to make available public repositories on
a website through which people can upload and download trust plug-ins
and applications. This means that a MCS developer can join the MC2S
community by uploading its own plug-in inside dedicated public reposito-
ries, by automatically accepting to share its software with all the people
visiting the website. On the other hand, people can consult and download
plug-ins available within these repositories and by using the website and
use them as part of either their own plug-in or their application. By the
way, as we will describe better in section 7.1, the website and the public
repositories have not yet been implemented, but the idea has been left as
future work.
Moreover, even if it is against the open-source principles, people of
the community have also the possibility to create and exploit their own
private repositories, for example by placing them on their own website.
Once the IP address of the website is inserted inside the list of trusted
repositories known by MC2S, the repositories contained within the website
can be exploited by the framework for its self-assembly mechanisms.
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The idea of building an open MCS community may be transformed in
a very powerful instrument that, if used in the correct way, could really
lead to something of wonderful and potentially helpful for people that
could provide forefront technologies.
3.2.2 On-demand context information
MC2S framework is able to receive requests for context information both
from internal and external entities. An entity may be a plug-in installed
either locally or in another instance of the framework possibly running
on another device, a desktop application, a cluster of servers or a Cloud
system, and so on.
When MC2S receives a request for a context information, it tries to
serve the request by asking for this particular context to the plug-ins which
are already installed within the framework itself. Whether a local plug-
in able to satisfy the request exists, the framework forwards the request
toward it and waits for an answer. In case of multiple plug-ins offering
the same context information, the request owner can drive the selection
process based on various heuristics. Once the answer has been received,
the framework just routes back the answer toward the entity that made
the initial request.
On the other hand, as we will see in section 3.2.3, if no already installed
plug-ins are able to satisfy the context request, then MC2S framework
will search for plug-ins providing the required capabilities among those
available within known and trusted repositories. The repositories’ content
is logically treated as an additional set of plug-ins which expands those
already installed locally. This means that if the considered repositories
contain more than a plug-in offering the required context information, the
framework will select one of them by applying the same selection process
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used for the local case.
Finally, if also the repositories do not host plug-ins suitable to satisfy
the context information request, then the framework will send back a
failure answer to the entity performed the request, indicating that such a
kind of request is currently unsatisfiable.
Figure 3.1: MC2S framework behaviour when a locally satisfied context
information request is received from an external requestor
3.2.3 Self-assembly and plug-ins auto-download
Among the most important capabilities provided by MC2S, for sure we
can find the possibility of assembly and download plug-ins in a completely
automatic and autonomous way.
As already described in section 3.2.2, the framework is able to serve
requests performed from different kind of entities. These requests can be
eventually satisfied either locally or using known and available repositories.
In case a request cannot be resolved locally, the framework automatically
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starts a discovering process which involves all the available and known
repositories together with the resources contained within them. During
this process, the capabilities of the available plug-ins are checked and, by
using some heuristics, a particular plug-in satisfying the defined require-
ments is chosen, downloaded and installed within the framework. Once
installed, the chosen plug-in is of course able to produce the context in-
formation required earlier, so the framework can route this information
toward the requester entity, satisfying the performed request.
(a) Known repositories are contacted in
order to try to remotely satisfy the locally
unsatisfied received request.
(b) The found plug-in is installed and its
produced context information is used to
answer to the request.
Figure 3.2: MC2S behaviour when a locally unsatisfied context information
request is received from an external requestor. The framework starts its self-
assembly and plug-in auto-download processes in order to try to find useful
plug-ins within known repositories.
In case the discovering process leads to multiple plug-ins offering the
desired context information, different kinds of heuristics can be applied in
order to choose the preferred one. For example, some commonly adopted
heuristics are oriented to minimize the amount of network traffic by down-
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loading plug-ins owning the minimum size in terms of bytes, or also to pre-
fer plug-ins which exploit a low number of context information from other
plug-ins, especially if those additional plug-ins are not already installed
within the framework. In general, when multiple choices are available, all
good heuristics should avoid to prefer the download and the installation
of long chains of plug-ins, in particular when the involved plug-ins are not
pretty commons in terms of suitability of the context information they
generate with respect to other plug-ins.
3.2.4 Cloud-free and component-based architecture
As already mentioned in chapter 2.4, basically MCS platforms and frame-
works can be differentiated based on their architecture. We described two
different approaches nowadays adopted in the development of this kind of
systems, that are Cloud-based and P2P-based. The former realizes a pub-
lish/subscribe architecture among mobile devices and a centralized entity
like a Cloud or a simple server, while the latter embeds more logic on
the mobile devices by structuring a sort of peer-to-peer network allowing
communication among devices themselves.
MC2S has been developed by following a P2P-based approach. To
work, it simply needs to be installed on a supported mobile device, with-
out needing the involvement of any centralized or Cloud entity. The
framework is strongly based on Component-Based Software Engineering
(CBSE) principles, providing the componentization of both framework
system modules and third parts MCS applications, so ensuring modular-
ization also from application developer point of view. By using such a
kind of technique, developers are guided in re-using and assembling multi-
ple components in single or multiple MCS applications, facilitating at the
same time its definition, installation, management and orchestration.
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The native absence of a centralized entity inside the system does not
exclude the cooperation of mobile devices with a remote entity. A re-
mote server, for example, may ask the framework running on users mobile
devices to satisfy a particular context information request by using their
installed MCS plug-ins. In such a kind of scenarios, many security aspects
have been considered in order to make the framework safe and to protect
users privacy when the framework is installed on their mobile devices.
3.2.5 Portability
MC2S framework is written in Java 1, so it implicitly inherits the func-
tional portability provided by the programming language, ensuring suit-
ability over a huge range of heterogeneous devices. In order to support the
framework, it is enough that the device is provided of either a JRE 2 or a
JDK 3 having version greater or equal to 1.6. On the other hand, whether
the device does not support Java, MC2S cannot be installed and executed
on top of it. Anyway, by mentioning Oracle from the official website of
their Java proprietary implementation 4, nowadays even more devices run
Java, among which 89% of Desktops in the U.S., 3 Billion mobile phones,
125 million TV devices, etc. These numbers increase every year, since
Oracle periodically enriches Java with new features and extends its com-
patibility with innovative devices. This means that it will be always easier
to find devices on which MC2S is fully supported. Furthermore, together
with physical devices portability, the Java trend is growing also from soft-
ware community point of view, counting 9 million developers Worldwide
at the end of 2015. On the other hand, in case a device provides either a
JRE or a JDK having version less than 1.6, the only way to support the
1Java programming language, Oracle, www.java.com
2JRE, Java Runtime Environment
3JDK, Java Development Kit
4Learn About Java Technology, Oracle U.S., www.java.com, www.oracle.com
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framework is to update the execution environment in order to cover the
required version. The updating process may be executed with no prob-
lems to the latest version, since JREs and JDKs provide nice backward
compatibility among them.
It is important to underline that what has been told until now is only
related to functional portability, that is the preservation of the functional-
ities of the framework when it is moved from a device to another. However,
another important and not negligible concern must be considered during
talking about portability, and it is related to performance portability.
Performance portability refers to the possibility to port the framework
from a device to another preserving comparable performances and as it is
simple to imagine, unlike functional portability, it is not guaranteed “for
free” by Java. Indeed, the involved device’s architecture together with its
hardware represent a crucial point when resource usage is one of our main
concerns. In other words, even if MC2S is functionally suitable on the
vast majority of devices, in order to obtain a great user experience people
must actually consider devices hosting not too poor computational re-
sources. Some performance analysis and experimental results showing the
behaviour of the framework running on top of some smartphones, laptops
and microcontrollers will be described more in detail in chapter 5.
3.2.6 Security
MC2S framework can receive context information requests from exter-
nal entities and, in case they are not satisfied locally, it can exploit its
auto-deployment features to on-the-fly integrate the needed plug-ins by
downloading them from remote repositories. Naturally, these mechanisms
imply a lot of security issues which can impact the privacy and the user
experience if not properly managed.
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For example, without using security, MC2S would be susceptible to
DoS 5 and DDoS 6 attacks, since an attacker could potentially send ever
different “fake” context requests with the aim of monopolizing memory
and the CPU of the device. The attack not only tries to make an intensive
use of the CPU, but also aims to saturate the memory by installing an
huge number of different plug-ins useful to answer the “fake” requests.
To prevent such a kind of attacks, MC2S accepts by default only con-
text requests performed by either locally installed plug-ins or external
trusted sources. When a context request from a new and unknown en-
tity arrives to a device running MC2S, the user must decide whether or
not consider it secure. When an entity is marked as “secure” by the frame-
work, then their requests will be normally accepted and served. In the
other case, requests performed by untrusted sources will be completely
ignored by the framework.
Similarly to what has been said about context requests, security mech-
anisms have also been provided for remote repositories. By default, MC2S
community’s public repositories together with those added by the user are
considered secure and will be used by the framework to serve trust context
requests and to on-the-fly download plug-ins. Moreover, when a plug-in is
installed from a private repository, MC2S takes care of do not disclose it
within public repositories. In this way, MC2S ensures that repositories are
free of malicious plug-ins, since those plug-ins present on community pub-
lic repositories will be accurately analysed before granting their effective
publication.
5DoS, Denial of Service attack
6DDoS, Distributed Denial of Service attack
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3.3 Design and architecture
In next chapters we will describe in details the results obtained from
the design process of MC2S framework performed during its development
phase, describing its software architecture through the definition of differ-
ent layers.
Figure 3.3: MC2S framework’s software layers stack
As shown in figure 3.3, MC2S framework’s stack is composed by the
following software layers:
1. the application layer, that contains plug-ins and applications
which are compliant and integrated within MC2S framework. In
the jargon, applications and plug-ins are called Plug-Ins and can be
either developed or used by the users of the framework;
2. the MC2S core layer, that hosts all those system components
which have been developed in order to provide MC2S of all the
features already discusses in chapter 3.2;
3. the OSGi system Bundles layer, that supplies a set of OSGi
modules providing and implementing some OSGi basic services which
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may be used by the upper layers in a transparent and secure way;
4. theOSGi core layer, which represents a certified implementation
of the OSGi framework specifications and acts as runtime container
for all OSGi-compliant modules and MC2S-compliant Plug-Ins de-
fined by the upper layers;
5. the JVM and OS layers, that respectively represent the Java
execution environment for the OSGi framework implementation and
the device native operating system embedding all the stack and
within the virtual machine is running.
Let us now explore in more detail the software layers stack by using
a bottom-up approach. We will describe each layer individually, focusing
on the role of each of them and on their interaction within the framework.
Then we will illustrate from an abstract point of view what kind of services
each layer offers, and how they are offered within MC2S.
3.3.1 JVM and OS layers
Starting from the bottom of the MC2S layers stack, we can meet the
Operating System layer. As often happens for many devices, the
installed OS represents the foundation of the whole system and acts as a
real broker between hardware and software running on top of it. An OS
provides several important mechanisms related to memory management,
to distribute the available hardware resources among the running software
applications, to security aspects, to provide interfaces for the communica-
tion with external plug-and-play hardware devices, and so on.
MC2S framework does not reimplement the OS, instead it natively
integrates the one present on the involved device by using it as lowest layer
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of the stack. Proceeding bottom-up, all the upper layers of the framework
stack are embedded by the OS and implicitly exploit its offered services.
However, since MC2S is Java-based, not all the Operating System fully
support it. Indeed, by going upper over the stack we will meet the Java
Virtual Machine layer, which suggests us that the framework needs
a virtual machine to run properly. A JVM is both an interpreter and an
execution environment able to run a Java program that has been com-
piled in Java bytecode. A proper version of JVM can be installed within
the available OS by simply installing either a JRE or JDK. As already
described in section 3.2.5, if no JRE versions have been developed for the
OS present on the considered device, the OS does not support Java. As
consequence, this means that the device does not support MC2S frame-
work, unless a Java-compliant Operating System is installed replacing the
not supported one.
Looking at the whole picture, we can summarize what has been told
until now by saying that, inside a single running instance of MC2S frame-
work, all the software modules defined within the upper layers of the stack
are embedded inside the same Java Virtual Machine instance that, in turn,
is running within the native and Java-compliant Operating System already
provided by the device.
3.3.2 OSGi core layer
OSGi (Open Services Gateway initiative) 7 defines a set of standards and
technologies which facilitate the componentization of software modules
and applications built with Java technology by ensuring remote manage-
ment and interoperability of applications and services over a broad variety
of devices. The OSGi technology is nowadays considered the best model
7OSGi, the Dynamic Module System for Java. The OSGi Alliance, www.osgi.org
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to modularize Java, since modules increase development productivity and
reduces complexity, making applications much easier to modify and evolve.
The OSGi standards are defined and maintained by OSGi Alliance,
a worldwide consortium of technology innovators which provides specifi-
cations, reference implementations, test suites and certification to foster a
valuable cross-industry ecosystem. Member companies collaborate within
an equitable and transparent environment and include content providers,
infrastructure and network operators, gateway and devices suppliers, en-
terprise software vendors and developers, research institutions, etc. They
promote adoption of OSGi technology through business benefits, user ex-
periences and forums. The alliance also promotes collaboration among
important ecosystem players within and outside OSGi Alliance, in order
to provide the market with innovative solutions based on open standards.
The adoption of component-based platforms reduces time-to-market
and development costs because they enable integration of pre-built and
pre-tested modules. They also reduce maintenance costs and provide after-
market opportunities, since networks are nowadays used to deliver services
and dynamically update applications in the field.
Since June 2016, there exist seven certified OSGi framework imple-
mentations which are compliant with OSGi Service Platform Release 4
(R4), namely:
• Makewave Knopflerfish Pro 2.0 8;
• ProSyst Software mBedded Server 6.0 9;
• Eclipse Equinox 3.2 10;
• Samsung OSGi R4 Solution 11;
8www.makewave.com
9www.prosyst.com
10www.eclipse.org/equinox
11www.samsung.com
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• KT OSGi Service Platform (KOSP) 1.0 12;
• Hitachi Solutions SuperJ Engine Framework 13;
• Apache Felix Framework 14.
All these service platforms, under the OSGi certification program, assure
customers of compliance and interoperability with OSGi specifications, en-
abling developers to build solutions for a broader variety of reliable product
solutions that include OSGi technology. Any framework implementing the
OSGi standards provides an environment for the modularization of appli-
cations that, as shown in figure 3.4, is conceptually divided through the
following entity layers:
• Bundles: basic entities that can be implemented and integrated
by application programmers inside an OSGi framework. They are
nothing else than classic “.jar” files packaging standard “.class” Byte-
code files and a MANIFEST.MF file. The manifest file is so enriched
with extra headers which will be used by the lower layers;
• Services: dynamically connect Bundles among themselves by of-
fering a publish-find-bind model for POJO. This model is offered
to Bundle programmers through APIs suitable for the management
of the services (e.g. ServiceRegistration, ServiceTracker and Ser-
viceReference);
• Life-Cycle: implements the APIs for the management of the life-
cycle of the Bundles. In such a context, Bundles can be dynami-
cally INSTALLED, STARTED, STOPPED, UPDATED and UNIN-
STALLED from an OSGi instance during runtime;
12www.kt.co.kr
13www.hitachi-solutions.com
14www.felix.apache.org
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• Modules: define how a Bundle can import and export code, through
encapsulation and declaration of dependencies;
• Security: handles the security aspects by limiting Bundle function-
ality to pre-defined capabilities (e.g. network usage, I/O operations,
etc);
• Execution Environment: defines what methods and classes are
available in a specific platform. There is no fixed list of execution
environments, since it is subject to change as the Java Community
creates new versions and editions of Java.
Figure 3.4: OSGi framework’s layers stack. Image from official OSGi web-
site, www.osgi.org/developer/architecture
During the years, different kinds of improvements have been made
both on OSGi specifications and implementations. In particular, a wide
set of “system” Bundles furnishing common services have been developed
with the aim to help programmers in avoiding time wasting and reuse
code. For example, together with the Felix implementation of OSGi
framework, Apache software foundation proposed several system Bun-
dles among which the most important File Install, Log Service, OSGi
Bundle Repository (OBR), Service Component Runtime (SCR), etc.
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3.3.2.1 Bundle-based applications
Using OSGi in the classical way, developers may just develop Bundles.
Generally, at application level, a Bundle is represented by a simple Java
class that implements the BundleActivator interface. The interface force
the developer to implement some methods which are suitable for defining
the behaviour of the Bundle at runtime and to act on its life-cycle.
By following the OSGi service-oriented politic, a Bundle may offer
custom services which are made available to other Bundles provided regis-
tration to the framework’s Services Registry, together with an associated
list of name-value attributes which allow to make a service parametric.
Services are in turn represented by Java interfaces and can be offered only
by Bundles implementing and registering them. In general, a single Bun-
dle can provide more than a single service, while a certain service could
be offered by different Bundles at the same time. Every Bundle may use
LDAP filters to retrieve all the registered services matching a given search
criteria.
3.3.2.2 DS-based applications
When SCR system Bundle is available inside an OSGi framework instance,
programmers can switch from the development of monolithic Bundle-
based applications to the development of Component-based applications
by exploiting Declarative Service (DS). DS offers a declarative model for
managing multiple Components within the same Bundle. Every Com-
ponent is managed through its own life-cycle and can be dynamically
activated and deactivated depending on different circumstances.
Once a Bundle hosting some Components is installed inside an OSGi
framework instance, it is immediately started by the Life-Cycle layer ac-
cordingly to the currently active security policies. At the same time, all
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the Components inside the Bundle are deactivated by default and marked
as “to be further processed by DS”, since the deal related to Component
management is left to SCR. In particular, programmers may specify a
list of services either offered or required by every single Component. By
using these lists, DS automatically builds a logic linkage map among Com-
ponents, first registering the Components which offer services inside the
framework’s Service Registry, then trying to retrieve the Components of-
fering the required services. As consequence, all the Components owning
at least an unsatisfied service requirement will be left deactivated, while
all the others will be loaded and candidate for the activation. This au-
tomation minimizes the amount of code a programmer has to write and
allows Components to be loaded only when they are effectively ready to
run. In addition, the real activation of the loaded Components is delayed
until the moment they are actually used, providing good performance
improvements, apart from where explicitly forced by programmers.
SCR, together with its DS core, completely leave out programmers
from the time and resource wasting dependencies management of service
Components by both implementing an efficient activation-deactivation
control and providing a component-based exploitation of Bundles as con-
tainer of multiple Components isolating particular features. It is impor-
tant to underline that the Declarative Service approach is fully compatible
with the Bundle-based one, since monolithic Bundles and Bundles hosting
multiple Components may coexist inside the same instance of the OSGi
framework.
3.3.3 OSGi system Bundles layer
Just above OSGi core layer, we can inspect the layer which hosts a set of
Bundles generally released together with the used implementation of OSGi
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framework. Indeed, as part of the OSGi system Bundles layer, a
few “system” Bundles able to supply some important services have been
directly made available within MCS2S by avoiding their useless reimple-
mentation.
3.3.3.1 Service Component Runtime
As specified from page 289 of OSGi Compendium Release 6 15 and al-
ready described in the section 3.3.2.2, an additional componentization
layer can be added to the standard OSGi framework by providing a ser-
vice that defines a novel component model which uses declarations for pub-
lishing, finding and binding OSGi services: Service Component Runtime
(SCR).
It offers services suitable to automatize the tasks of register and handle
dependencies specified by classic OSGi services, minimizing the amount of
code a programmer has to write. In addition, it allows lazy Components
loading and activation. As result, Bundles does not need to provide a
BundleActivator class, since they simply act as containers for multiple
Components.
From a system perspective, the provided component model lends to
improve performances by potentially reducing startup time and memory
footprint. Instead, from developers’ point of view, the new model just
provides a simplified and very intuitive programming model.
When a new Bundle is going to be integrated inside the considered
OSGi framework instance, SCR acts by reading the descriptors of all
the Component present within that Bundle. A Component descriptor,
as shown in figure 3.5, is nothing more than an XML document repre-
senting the relative Component by defining both its offered and required
features and specifying a possibly empty set of parameters. A Compo-
15OSGi Compendium R6 Specifications, www.osgi.org/download/r6/osgi.cmpn-6.0.0.pdf
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nent may require that a number of services have to be available before its
satisfaction.
Figure 3.5: Example of XML descriptor for an OSGi Declarative Service
Component
Once a Component becomes satisfied, a number of different scenarios
can take place depending on its type. If the Component is marked as
immediate in its descriptor, it is immediately activated after it becomes
satisfied. Otherwise, if the Component is marked delayed, SCR registers
the services offered by the Component within the Service Registry without
activating the Component itself, even if it has become satisfied. SCR will
activate the Component only when there will be at least an offered service
which will be really requested by other Components or Bundles. Finally, if
the Component is marked factory, SCR registers a Component Factory
service that allows client Bundles to create and activate multiple instances
of the same Component. If the factory Component also provides a service
element then, as each instance is activated, SCR will automatically register
under that service.
The Service Component Runtime service represents the foundation of
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the MC2S framework’s architecture. It has been heavily used not only
during the definition of the system components inside the MC2S core
layer (see section 3.3.4), but also during the development of plug-ins and
applications by community users (see section 3.3.5). In particular, it is
thanks to XML descriptors and to the automatic management of both
Components life-cycle and their dependencies that we were able to provide
application programmers to really simple and intuitive APIs.
3.3.3.2 Event Admin
As specified by OSGi Compendium Release 6, from page 367, OSGi
provides specifications which define a service that allows Bundles to com-
municate among themselves through event-based messages. This service
is called Event Admin (EA).
Thanks to EA, Bundles of an OSGi framework deal with events as
either event Publisher or event Handler, or both of them. So far, the
preferred mechanism used to spread events inside the system was the
service interface mechanism, where dispatching events of type X usually
involves a service of typeXlistener. However, this model does not scale well
because of both the possible fine-grained events that must be dispatched to
many different handlers and the dynamic nature of the OSGi environment,
where event publishers and handlers could appear and disappear at any
time. Indeed, as alternative, EA design has been based on an event publish
and subscribe model, popular in many message based systems.
As shown in figure 3.6, the Event Admin service provides a place
for Bundles to publish events, regardless of their destination. Publisher
Bundles can first get the EA service implementation by using standard
OSGi APIs, then use it to publish events. Events are published under a
particular Topic, together with a number of event Properties. On the
other hand, Subscriber Bundles need to implement the EventHandler
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Figure 3.6: Event Admin publish/subscribe interaction among event Pub-
lishers and Subscribers. Image from Neil Bartlett’s OSGi in Practice book,
www.njbartlett.name/osgibook.html
interface and to register themselves under it in the Service Registry, with
the aim to receive only certain types of events. During the subscription,
Bundles must specify theTopics they are interested in, together with some
optional Filters used to control at very fine-grained basis the Events they
will receive.
Event Admin, per se, concurrently performs the following tasks:
1. receives Events published by Publishers;
2. periodically gets a snapshot of the framework’s Service Registry in
order to individuate new Subscribers and check whether those pre-
vious individuated are still available;
3. checks and creates the matches among published Topics, requested
Topics and specified Filters;
4. if a match has been found in the previous step, it notifies all the
registered Subscribers by using the kind of events they required.
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3.3.3.3 OSGi Bundle Repository
Within OSGi Compendium Release 6, from page 889, OSGi specifi-
cations define the Repository service. The service may be used in a
standalone way to search and retrieve general binary artifacts, called
Resources. It is intended to be used in conjunction with the Resolver
service specification, described from page 1003 of the same specification
document.
The Repository service model is based on the Requirement and Capa-
bility concepts. A Requirement represents a single feature that a Bundle
requires in order to be able to execute, while a Capability describes a
particular feature that it offers. The specification also provides an XML
schema that must be used to describe a generic Repository.
Figure 3.7: Example of OSGi-compliant XML Repository
A Repository may be made available either through the Internet or
on the local device’s File System. When a new Bundle Bnew comes inside
the framework, a manager Bundle Bmngr may check if Bnew owns some
unsatisfied requirements. If so, Bmngr can query the Repository services
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with the aim to find Resources that offer Capabilities matching Bnew’s
unsatisfied Requirements. The Repository service may implement the
query in many different ways. It can either ship the Requirement to a
remote side or it can process the query locally.
In particular, the Apache Felix implementation of the OSGi frame-
work has been released together with a particular system Bundle called
OSGi Bundle Repository (OBR) 16, which provides the implementation
of all the entities and the services needed to deploy and use repositories.
In addition to the obvious implementation of the entities which model
Repositories, Resources, Capabilities and Requirements, OBR provides
also the Resolver and Repository Admin services. Typically, Bundles
which would like to use OBR’s services only need to interact with the
Repository Admin service, which provides mechanisms for both query
known available Repositories and resolve the discovered Resources. A
typical scenario includes a first phase in which the desired Resources are
discovered, then a successive phase in which they are added to a Resolver
instance that can be used to resolve their dependencies.
3.3.3.4 Conditional Permission Admin
As described within OSGi Core Release 6 specifications 17, from page
307, the OSGi security model is based on the Java security architecture
and, in particular, on its permission model. With Conditional Permis-
sion Admin (CPA) specifications, several new features have been added
to this security model in order to adapt it to the dynamic and typical
use cases of OSGi deployments. Indeed, security management APIs allow
Bundles to define and use Policies which contain a set of Permissions
applicable when the related Conditions are met. A Policy can either al-
16www.felix.apache.org/documentation/subprojects/apache-felix-osgi-bundle-repository.html
17OSGi Core R6 Specifications, www.osgi.org/download/r6/osgi.core-6.0.0.pdf
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Figure 3.8: Infrastructure and behaviour of OBR service
low or deny access to particular Permissions: if the related Conditions
are not satisfied, then the Permissions are not applicable; otherwise, the
Permission are granted. Bundles can manage and control Policies during
runtime by using CPA, which allows the real-time check of existing Con-
ditions together with the application of the related Permissions without
the need to restart the service.
Figure 3.9: Grammar of a standard Policy rule
Conditions can be based on Bundle signers, Bundle installation loca-
tions and user-defined Conditions. Accordingly to that, groups of Per-
missions can be shared among different entities based on the installation
locations of a particular set of Bundles or enabled and disabled when an
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external Condition is satisfied (e.g. a SIM card has been inserted in the
smartphone, an online connection is established, an user has approved a
permission after prompting, and so on).
Figure 3.10: Example of valid Policy rules
At implementation level, CPA maintains a system wide ordered policy
table that holds an encoded form of Conditions, Permissions and their
allow/deny access type. A Bundle using the service can easily enumerate,
delete, and add new Policies to this table. As we will see in chapter
3.3.4.9, it is exactly in this way that the Conditional Permission Admin
service is used by the system Components present in the upper layers of
MC2S framework to personalize and make stronger and more accurate the
security model used by the whole framework.
3.3.4 MC2S core layer
Until now, by using the term MC2S we referred to either the entire frame-
work or its whole community. In this section, instead, we will describe the
MC2S core layer, a most important MC2S framework module which
takes care about the definition, integration, management and execution of
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plug-ins and applications defined within the applicative layer and of their
security.
In order to perform its work in the best possible way and thanks to the
services and the features offered by OSGi and the other underlying layers,
the MC2S core defines a very modular set of system components that are
not only able to interact all together in order to provide the framework
of the desired features, but they are also implicitly used by plug-ins and
applications within the applicative layer.
Every system component is nothing else than an OSGi Declarative
Service Component, while the entire MC2S core is just an OSGi Bundle
hosting all of them. As strongly suggested by software engineering prin-
ciples, the concerns separation is always a good practice. Indeed, within
MC2S core, every single system component has been developed with the
aim to supply only a specific kind of services. For example, the component
implementing the SecurityManager service takes care only of the security
aspects of the framework, the component realizing the WebRequestLis-
tener service just answers to context requests performed through the net-
work by others applications, and so on. The full set of system services and
components present inside the MC2S core layer essentially represent the
software architecture of the entire MC2S framework, as shown in figure
3.11.
In the following sections we will explain in more details each one of the
system services provided by MC2S core by giving reasons and motivations
that led us to develop them. By focusing on each single system service,
we will individually provide a complete characterization of their roles and
behaviour within the framework, postponing to chapter 4 the description
about the components implementing them.
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Figure 3.11: MC2S framework’s component-based architecture
3.3.4.1 Log
A basic service that should be present in any kind of complex and auto-
matic system, is the one which deals about the on-demand record of the
events happened within the system during its execution. On this wave,
the Log service offers such a kind of features inside MC2S framework by
giving to all the other system components the possibility to keep track of
their execution status, to signal errors or malfunctions, to record useful
information, and so on.
The Log service is able to record such a kind of information inside
volatile or persistent storage. By using the persistent storage, the recorded
information will be available also after an eventual restart or shut down
of the framework. On the other hand, by using volatile storage, after
the shut down all the information will be definitively lost. In order to
properly use the persistent storage, the component needs to be configured
by setting the File System’s path at which the log files will be stored.
The service offered by Log allows to record information through four
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sensibility levels: INFO, WARNING, ERROR and DEBUG. When a new
information wants to be recorded, a component may specify a different
log level depending on its relevance. Furthermore, each logged message
can be tagged by a specific label, for example indicating the name of the
component which wants to log the message.
3.3.4.2 BundleDiscoverer
Among the key services present within MC2S core layer, we can also find a
component able to on-demand discover Plug-In Components and remote
Resources based on some specified search criteria.
In order to start and personalize the discovery process, a generic system
component can exploit the BundleDiscoverer service to search only for
Plug-In Components that either offer or require some particular context
information. Of course, a search may also aim to find Plug-In Compo-
nents that both offer and require some context information, and may be
differentiated by considering either only local or trust remote reposito-
ries. In other words, the BundleDiscoverer service gives the possibility
to start two slightly different kinds of discovery processes. The first one
is basically a local search that allows to find and retrieve already installed
Plug-In Components based on a given context information and by spec-
ifying the preferred discovery mode among OFFERED, REQUIRED or
BOTH. The second one implements a remote search which involves the
known and trust repositories with the aim to find and retrieve the set of
all the Resources offering a specified context information.
Both the techniques are clearly exploited by many features currently
provided by MC2S framework, namely on-demand context request an-
swering, self-assembly and auto-download mechanisms, and so on.
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3.3.4.3 BundleResolver
Another key service that we can find within MC2S framework is the
BundleResolver. By using introspection techniques, the service is able
to analyze the Requirements needed by a given Resource and to deter-
mine if it may be effectively resolved or not. A Resource is successfully
resolved if and only if all its Requirements may be successfully satisfied.
The resolution process can be directly started from an installed Bundle,
from a Resource or from a File System’s path referring a Bundle present
within the local storage. Once the resolution procedure is started, all the
Requirements of the involved entity are analyzed. When the entity has no
Requirements or all of them are successfully satisfied, then the resolution
process can successfully terminate with a positive outcome, since all the
needed entities are already installed inside the framework. In the other
case, when at least a Requirement is not satisfied locally, the resolution
process is extended to known and trust remote repositories.
In order to efficiently consult the remote repositories and look for Re-
sources having Capabilities suitable to cover the unsatisfied Require-
ments, the BundleResolver service also exploits the services offered by
the BundleDiscoverer (see section 3.3.4.2). The collection obtained as
result of the discovery process contains Resources useful to satisfy at least
a small subset of Requirements among all, but of course the idea of bru-
tally install all of them could lead to inefficiencies within the framework,
since the intersection among these Requirements subsets is rarely empty.
For this reason, only a single Resource is chosen from the set, possibly
leaving unresolved several original Requirements. To make matters worse,
the chosen Resource may add new (possibly unsatisfied) requirements to
those already existing. This means that the resolution process must be
reapplied to the chosen Resource, trying every time to reduce the num-
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ber of unsatisfied requirements. It is simple to imagine that the resolution
process needs to be recursively applied until there are either no unsatisfied
requirements or no more resources to consider.
As we will better describe when we will speak about service implemen-
tations, a crucial point in defining BundleResolver service behaviour is
the choice that, in each recursive step, must be made in order to select a
single Resource among those that are available. Every time the resolution
process is started with the aim to resolve a Bundle, the BundleResolver
service builds a possibly huge and complex solutions space containing
all the possible resolution solutions for the involved Bundle. Since the final
goal of MC2S framework is to make possible the execution of this Bundle,
the BundleResolver service allows to specify some heuristics which can
drive the selection of a particular subset of Resources from the whole
solution space. These heuristics may be specified by using the features
offered by Estimators and Evaluators entities, which together aim to de-
fine a personalized estimation and evaluation model suitable during the
selection process on the resolution solutions space.
The capabilities offered by the BundleResolver service component are
in general used jointly to those offered by BundleDiscoverer (see section
3.3.4.2), BundleDownloader (see section 3.3.4.4) and BundleInstaller
(see section 3.3.4.5) services to process context information requests which,
to be resolved, require the help of the self-assembly and auto-download
mechanisms provided by MC2S.
3.3.4.4 BundleDownloader
The MC2S core layer also includes a BundleDownloader that, as it is
simple to imagine from the name, allows the modular management of
multiple download processes for any kind of file across the network. The
service can be configured in such a way all the files will be downloaded
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within a specific File System’s directory.
On the basis of what has been described before, the AnnotatedTree-
BundleDownloader service realizes an extension of the BundleDown-
loader behaviour by specializing the download process to be efficiently
suitable on tree data structures having Resources as nodes. In particu-
lar, the service allows other system components to iterate over a chosen
branch of the tree and iteratively download the Resources represented by
its nodes. In this way, the AnnotatedTreeBundleDownloader service al-
lows not only the iterator-based bottom-up visit of the tree data structure,
but also the automatic download of all the Resources of the tree branch
in just one shot, without the need of manually manage the iterator.
3.3.4.5 BundleInstaller
Thanks to OSGi modularity, it has been quite easy the development of an
useful service able to modify the set of installed components during MC2S
framework runtime. The BundleInstaller service provides very simple
mechanism suitable to install and uninstall Bundles and Resources within
and from the running instance of OSGi framework.
The installating and uninstalling processes may start from either an
absolute path referring a single Bundle or from a collection of JAR files
located on the device’s File System. Both install and uninstall Bundles
are sensitive processes which must be carefully managed in order to avoid
the whole system to fall in an undefined status.
While capture the errors is quite simple when a the installation involves
a single Bundle, the procedure could lead to problems when an entire chain
of Bundle is considered. For example, let us consider the installation
process involving a set of four Bundles having functional dependencies
among them. The system will install the Bundles iteratively, one at a
time. So let us suppose that two Bundles have been successfully installed,
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but an error occurs during the installation of the third one. At this point,
the status of the framework becomes undefined, since by aborting the
installation process the already installed Bundles will probably not be
able to execute. To fix this issue, the BundleInstaller service provides a
rollback mechanism which is capable to restores the status of the system
to the one present before the installation process was started.
The situation is different when the service have to uninstall a set of
Bundles. In this case, even if some failure occurs, the uninstalling process
will continue with the aim to uninstall more Bundle as possible.
3.3.4.6 RequestProcessor
As previously mentioned, MC2S framework is based on the concepts of
offer and request context information. Accordingly to this, a RequestPro-
cessor service has been designed in order to process requests coming from
either internal or external applications.
A component implementing the RequestProcessor service can be used
to process requests incoming from system components that, in turn, are
able to listen or detect context requests arriving from different sources. In
such a cases, RequestProcessors must register to them whether they want
to be notified when new requests are available for the processing. Even
if MC2S framework is very modular and open to any kind of extension,
currently it just provides DirectoryWatcher and WebRequestListener
services which, as we will see in sections 3.3.4.7 and 3.3.4.8, are able to
respectively detect the user intent of manually install a new Plug-In and
the presence of new context requests incoming over the network.
For example, by considering the WebRequestListener service, a Re-
questProcessor needs to register to it in order to be notified for the pro-
cessing of new requests over the network. When a new request will be
available, the WebRequestListener service will notify all the registered
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RequestProcessors by passing them the name of the required context
information and the Socket 18 through which the request will be (possi-
bly) satisfied. It is important to note that all the received requests are
processed asynchronously by the RequestProcessors, in such a way the
running implementation of theWebRequestListener service may continue
undisturbed its listening process. Of course an analogous reasoning is valid
for the DirectoryWatcher service, which instead will notify the registered
processors passing them the File System’s absolute path indicating the
location of the new Plug-In to install.
3.3.4.7 DirectoryWatcher
The presence of a DirectoryWatcher service allows MC2S to perform the
monitoring of an existing directory within the local File System by looking
for the availability of new files that an user could manually insert. For
example, the user could insert a new file representing a Plug-In which it
wants to integrate inside the framework.
The DirectoryWatcher service may be configured by setting different
parameters, like the local File System’s absolute path of the directory onto
which perform the monitoring process and the list of file extensions to
consider admissible within the monitored directory. All the detected files
having a non admissible extension will be simply ignored by the service.
When the presence of a new admitted file is detected, the service noti-
fies all the registered RequestProcessors (see section 3.3.4.6) passing them
the absolute path of the new created file. The execution of the Request-
Processors is obviously asynchronous with respect to the execution of the
component realizing the DirectoryWatcher service, so that the latter can
immediately return to its monitoring process.
Thanks to the modularity of MC2S, the DirectoryWatcher service
18Network Socket, understood as endpoint of a connection across a computer network.
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may be stopped in each moment without any functional impact on the
framework, but causing only the starvation of the registered RequestPro-
cessors.
3.3.4.8 WebRequestListener
By using the WebRequestListener service, MC2S is able to listen for con-
text information requests incoming over the network performed by either
internal or external trusted applications. The service may be configured
by setting the port number of the Socket on which listen for such a kind
of requests.
When a new context information request arrives on the Socket, the
service notifies all the registered RequestProcessors (see section 3.3.4.6)
passing them the name of the requested context and the Socket itself,
which will be used to answer to the request. The execution of the Re-
questProcessors is obviously asynchronous with respect to the execution
of the WebRequestListener component, so that the latter can immedi-
ately return to its listening process.
For example, an external and trusted user which knows the IP address
of the device hosting the framework could perform a new request with the
aim to know the exact position of the device. As consequence, if a plug-in
able to offer the GPS position is already installed within the framework,
the user will eventually receive this information from it. However, as if
such a kind of Plug-In is not installed, the framework could try to satisfy
the request using its self-assembly and auto-download mechanisms.
As already explained for DirectoryWatcher, also the WebRequestLis-
tener service may be stopped in each moment without any functional im-
pact on the framework, but causing only the starvation of the registered
RequestProcessors. Of course, whether the WebRequestListener compo-
nent is stopped, MC2S will be no more able to receive request over the
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network, deactivating the possibility to involve external applications in
the Mobile CrowdSensing process.
3.3.4.9 SecurityManager
As happens within all the automatic and IT systems, security is of course
one of the main concerns. In particular, as already described in section
2.3, users’ privacy is particularly important in Mobile CrowdSensing ap-
plications, so frameworks need to use cybersecurity techniques to protect
sensitive information.
By recalling the section 3.2.6, the security system defined by MC2S
adds an additional security layer to the Java and OSGi security models
by exploiting the Conditional Permission Admin system Bundle (see
section 3.3.3.4) services. The model has been built on the basis of security
rules that can be described through either a textual syntax-constrained
description or a SecurityRuleTemplate, that is a driven and error-free
representation of the same description. The adopted rule syntax is faithful
with respect to that used by CPA.
All the MC2S system components may use the SecurityManager ser-
vice to dynamically and individually restrict the behaviour of every single
installed Plug-In during runtime, by allowing or denying particular actions
based on well defined conditions. For example, the component implement-
ing the Log service may decide to deny to all the installed Plug-Ins the
access about the local File System only during the update of the log files,
or the BundleDiscoverer component can allow the access to known and
trust repositories to all the Plug-Ins that show a clear need in exploring
their content.
When a new Plug-In is installed within MC2S, default security rules are
applied in order to restrict the set of its performable actions. Among the
most important deny default security rules we can find the impossibility
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of directly obtain and use both OSGi and MC2S system components and
to access to the Service Registry, or to install Plug-Ins that are neither
context consumer nor producer.
3.3.4.10 Configurator
The Configurator system service provides a set of convenience methods
suitable to initialize from another application the status of the other MC2S
system components.
Thanks to the offered facilities, a Java-based application embedding a
running instance of the OSGi framework hosting, in turn, MC2S frame-
work may easily used to individually configure every system component.
For example, an Android application embedding an OSGi implementa-
tion hosting the MC2S Bundle may retrieve the Configurator service and
invoke its methods in order to set the File System’s absolute path of the
directory that the DirectoryWatcher will monitor, or also to change the
listening port of the WebRequestListener during runtime.
However, the Configurator service can be simply ignored whether
default settings are preferred.
3.3.5 Application layer
Two main OSGi-based entities may be developed by users of the MC2S
community and simultaneously integrated within MC2S framework: Plug-
Ins and Plug-In Components.
A Plug-In Component is an OSGi Declarative Service Component
which encapsulate a pure functionality that can be used to offer and/or
require context information inside the framework. A single Plug-In Com-
ponent may provide a list of dependencies toward some contexts provided
by others components, and it can be activated or deactivated dependently
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to their availability. Obviously, Plug-In Components expressing no de-
pendencies can be directly activated. When deactivated, their execution
is stopped without alter the internal status, which will be again available
once the component will be re-activated. For example, if a Plug-In Com-
ponent A specifies dependencies toward the context information produced
by Plug-In Components B and C, then A will not be activated until both
B and C will be not present and activated within the framework.
On the other hand, a Plug-In is a classic OSGi Bundle able to host one
or more Plug-In Components. It behaves as container that is immediately
activated once integrated into the framework, but the activation status of
its hosted components depends only on their dependencies, as specified
above.
(a) Before the resolution process (b) After the resolution process
Figure 3.12: Example of Plug-In Components resolution process
As another example, let us assume a situation in which a Plug-In PA
hosts two Plug-In Components P 1A and P 2A and where, in turn, P 1A has
a dependency toward the Plug-In Component P 1B and P 2A has depen-
dencies toward P 1B and P 2B, both hosted by another Plug-In PB. Let us
also suppose that PB is already integrated inside the framework, that P 1B
is activated, P 2B is deactivated and that PA is now integrated into the
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framework. The OSGi core will so directly activate the Bundle PA, while
DS core will activate only P 1A but not P 2A, since the latter owns a non
satisfied dependency toward P 2B, that is indeed not active.
Plug-In out of multiple Plug-In Components can be either developed
or used by users of MC2S community. If the intent is to develop a new
application that just asks for some context information to the framework,
the user can simply develop it by specifying the dependencies toward the
wished contexts and integrate the application inside the framework. Oth-
erwise, if the intent is to develop a plug-in offering a new type of context
information to the community, the user can develop it by specifying the
offered contexts and uploading the plug-in within the available public
repositories. The new plug-in can be either completely autonomous or ex-
ploit already existent plug-ins in order to reuse useful context information
produced by them. MC2S actually treats both plug-ins and applications as
Plug-Ins possibly containing multiple Plug-In Components, that are Bun-
dle possibly containing DS Components. It differentiates their behaviour
only between context consumers and/or producers.
For instance, let us imagine that an user wants to develop a new plug-
in able to perform a real-time removal of some noise from audio waves
recorded by the device’s microphone on top of which it is installed. Such
a kind of plug-in should be first able to interact with the microphone, then
to record the audio using a well defined frequency and a certain sampling
rate, and finally apply the FFT algorithm 19 in order to “clean” the sound.
By using MC2S, a user may avoid to reimplement the part related to the
interaction with the microphone if somebody else within the community
has already developed and published a Plug-In able to provide such a
capability. This means that, within our new Plug-In, the user just needs
to specify a dependency toward the already existent microphone Plug-In
19Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast_Fourier_transform
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(a) By using no reuse (b) By using reuse
Figure 3.13: Example of reuse of context information produced by an al-
ready existent Plug-In Component
and use its output context (the audio recorded by the microphone) as
input of the FFT algorithm, as represented in figure 3.13. This procedure
not only leave the user from the hard task of work with the microphone’s
driver in our example, but represents a huge improvement in terms of
performances when long chains of dependencies among plug-ins have been
considered.
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Chapter 4
MC2S framework
implementation
In this chapter we will describe the implementation of all the non-trivial
system components present within MC2S framework, underlying the main
implementation choices in a way that is compliant with respect to the sys-
tem services design specifications described in chapter 3. Before starting
the individual description, let us consider the generic and common aspects
affected the implementation of every MC2S system component.
4.1 Common and inter-component aspects
The effective implementation of MC2S framework follows the structure
defined by its component-based architecture and is driven by the system
services’ features discussed in chapter 3.
MC2S framework consists in an OSGi Bundle embedded within a run-
ning instance of Apache Felix implementation of the OSGi framework.
Felix framework has been preferred with respect to other existing im-
plementations not only because of its open-source and lightweight nature
which ensures nice CPU and memory performances, but also for its suit-
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ability on mobile devices. The MC2S Bundle hosts and glues together all
the implemented system components, which in turn have been designed
by following the OSGi Declarative Service specifications and implemented
through classic Java classes.
Since is MC2S is multi-threaded, all its system components provide
a thread-safe implementation, capability easily obtainable by managing
concurrency and race conditions through both Java synchronized meth-
ods and blocks. A complete overview of the components providing the
implementation of the defined system services is shown in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: MC2S framework component class diagram
Globally speaking, an external Java-based application embeds Felix
which, in turn, hosts the MC2S Bundle together with its system com-
ponents and the other OSGi system Bundles. Even if it is not really
necessary, mainly we provided two different implementations of the ex-
ternal application. The basic one is a classic Java application executable
on all the devices providing a JRE ≥ 1.6, while the other one is instead
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suitable for Android devices. There are two main reasons why we decided
to develop two slightly different versions of the external application. First
of all, even if Android is itself based on Java, not only many Java libraries
have been rewritten during the porting, but also its runtime is based either
on a different implementation of the virtual machine, that is DVK 1, or on
the new ART 2 technology. In both cases, the pure Bytecode 3 generated
by the Java compiler is not suitable for JIT compiling 4 within Android
runtime that, in case of JVK, accepts only Dexed 5 JAR files. This means
that a new developed Java Plug-In must be dexed before its installation
within the Android version of the framework. The second main reason
that led us to develop a different version of the external application for
Android is related to the GUI. A mobile-friendly user interface may be ad-
hoc implemented for smartphones and tablets by using the stylish Android
libraries.
Actually the current implementations of MC2S framework provide very
poor interfaces but, as we will see in chapter 7, some Master students of
Trinity College Dublin are collaborating with us for the development of
an easy and user-friendly GUI.
4.2 PluginComponent and Context
During the description of our MC2S framework, we have often spoken
about Plug-Ins Components able to produce or consume context in-
formation. Until now, these concepts have been exposed only from an
abstract point of view, but of course they have a related implementation.
Whenever a developer wants to create a new MC2S-compliant Plug-In
1DVK, Dalvik: the Android Virtual Machine
2ART, the new Android RunTime technology
3Java Bytecode, the default instruction set of the Java Virtual Machine
4JIT, Just-In-Time compiling technique
5Dex, Dalvik executable format
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Component, it needs to define a new Java class that extends the Plug-
inComponent abstract class provided in the framework’s APIs. The be-
haviour of the component may be specialized by implementing the abstract
methods of the abstract class, just writing the appropriate Java code and
making the subclass no more abstract. All the other available methods,
instead, have already been implemented in order to make each Plug-In
Component able to implicitly use services and mechanisms offered by the
framework system components and to allow them to perform introspection
and communication actions on it. It is important to note that to ensure
correctness and security, all the already implemented methods have been
declared using the Java final keyword. This means that such a kind of
methods cannot be overrided within the subclasses of PluginComponent
but, depending on the scope modifier, they can be generally used. Fur-
thermore, since behind the scenes a Plug-in Component is nothing else
than an OSGi Declarative-Service Component able to publish and/or re-
quest context information when it runs within the framework, an XML
descriptor must be defined for it. From developers point of view, what has
been described until now is the only way to create new Plug-In Compo-
nents authorized to be integrated with transparency and security inside
MC2S.
Going deeper within the implementation, once activated, a Plug-In
Component checks its descriptor looking for particular properties which
are useful to understand the role that it will have in the framework. In case
one or more properties with name OFFERED_CONTEXTS_PROP_NAME
are specified, the Plug-In Component will be considered as context pro-
ducer. In addition, or in alternative, if one or more properties with name
REQUIRED_CONTEXTS_PROP_NAME are specified, the Plug-In
Component will be considered as context consumer. Finally, if none of the
two properties have been specified, the Plug-In Component will be con-
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sidered invalid because useless to either produce or consume any context
information within MC2S.
A Plug-In Component, when producer, tries to get the Event Ad-
min (see section 3.3.3.2) service available inside the OSGi instance host-
ing MC2S and will use it to publish context information by invoking the
publishContext method. Moreover, since the PluginComponent class
is forced to implement the EventHandler interface, then the plug-in, if
consumer, will register itself under the interface in order to be able to re-
ceive context information from EA. Accordingly to this, when a required
context information will be dispatched toward a plug-in, the user defined
onContextReceived method will be invoked to allow its management.
Finally, MC2S provides also a compact way to represent context infor-
mation. In alternative to error-prone representations based on hand-coded
strings and JSON 6 syntax, real POJO 7 have been preferred. In particular,
all valid context information must be subclasses of the Context interface
provided by the framework. This approach is enhanced at programming
time by the Java static type-checking and allows the PluginComponent
class to work independently from the real type of context information. On
the other hand, users methods can use reflection techniques to obtain the
real context information type, while system components use the object
full qualified name (class name preceded by package name) to manage
context requests, consult repositories in order to find Resources having
Capabilities matching the request, and so on.
6JSON, JavaScript Object Notation, www.json.org
7POJO, Plain Old Java Object representation
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4.3 StandardBundleDiscoverer
The StandardBundleDiscoverer component provides a classic implemen-
tation for the BundleDiscoverer service described in section 3.3.4.2.
Starting from a given Context, the remote discovery process has been
implemented in the standard way, that is just iteratively scanning the
available, known and trust repositories in order to find the complete set
of the Resources offering such a kind of information. It is important to
underline that the found set is complete, so all the available Resources
are considered for each Repository. Every resource is then individually
analyzed by the component by looking only at its package capabilities.
A Resource is then added to the final set if and only if it contains a
Capability that matches the involved Context.
On the other hand, given a Context and a DiscoveryMode, the OSGi
Service Registry is used to obtain the whole set of locally installed Plugin-
Components. Then an exhaustive search is performed on the obtained set
with the aim to select all the PluginComponents offering and/or requiring
the specified Context, depending on the specified DiscoveryMode.
During its execution, the StandardBundleDiscoverer component ex-
ploits the Log service to keep track of eventual errors occurred during the
discovery process.
4.4 StandardAnnotatedTreeBundleResolver
The StandardAnnotatedTreeBundleResolver class implementing theBundleRe-
solver service described in section 3.3.4.3 provides one of the more com-
plex MC2S’s components. In particular, the component implements both
the resolution and selection processes by using sophisticated algorithms
and data structures with the aim of obtaining the right results and reach
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efficiency. As we will see in the next sections, the former process builds
the space of all the possible resolution solutions, while the latter uses it
to select a particular solution among the available.
4.4.1 Resolution process
Starting from a Bundle, a Resource or a File System’s path referring a
Bundle, the StandardAnnotatedTreeBundleResolver tries to resolve the
entity by analyzing its Requirements and finding locally installed Plugin-
Component and remote Resources able to offer Capabilities suitable to
satisfy these requirements. By recursively applying the resolution proce-
dure, the component builds a possibly huge solution space representing all
the possibilities that may be exploited to resolve the needs of the initial
entity. The resolution solutions space is practically represented by the
so called annotated solutions tree, which is a dynamically built n-ary
annotated tree having as nodes the remote resources involved in the res-
olution process and as annotations the lists of both still unsatisfied and
already satisfied requirements for that particular resource.
Two main supporting data structures have been used to represent the
tree in main memory, defined by the AnnotatedTreeNode and Require-
mentsAnnotation classes. The former has been used to recursively define
the skeleton of the annotated solutions tree by representing either internal
or leaf nodes. The latter is instead used to compactly represent the nodes
annotations as lists of still unsatisfied and already satisfied requirements.
In summary, starting from the root, every node of the tree:
• represents a remote Resource contained within a known and trust
Repository;
• is properly annotated with the lists of both already satisfied and still
unsatisfied Requirements relatively to the represented resource;
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• owns a pointer toward its father node within the annotated solutions
tree;
• owns a list of sons nodes defining a sub-tree within the annotated
solutions tree.
Accordingly to the above explained definition, a leaf node is expected
to have an empty list of sons, an empty list of still unsatisfied requirements
and a list of satisfied requirements containing the set resulting from the
union among the requirements of the root resource (the original entity to
satisfy) and the requirements owned by all the resources considered by the
path root-leaf within the annotated solutions tree.
Figure 4.2: Example of resolution process on an annotated solution tree
However, even if both locally installed PluginComponents and remote
repositories are considered during resolution process, the behaviour of
the resolution algorithm may be altered depending on the value of the
nonLocalNodesOnly boolean input parameter. If the parameter is set
to true, then the nodes of the resulting tree will correspond to remote
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resources only. Otherwise, if the parameter is set to false, the algorithm
will output an annotated solutions tree containing both local and remote
resources. In both cases, the resolution algorithm requires a second input
parameter, that is the original entity to resolve. Before the invocation,
this entity must be wrapped within an AnnotatedTreeNode having empty
annotation and representing the root of the annotated resolution tree to
dynamically and recursively build during the resolution process.
The resolution process uses a recursive depth-first schema and, given
a node N of the tree, for a generic recursive call it performs the following
steps:
1. it tries to resolve the Resource contained in N by using locally
installed resources. Every locally unsatisfied Requirement that is
not already satisfied by the ancestors of N is then added inside
the node’s annotation, within the unsatisfied requirements list. The
new added requirements are actually “appended” to that list, since
it should contain the unsatisfied requirements accumulated and in-
herited from the other nodes in the upper part of the annotated
solutions tree;
2. it checks if there are still unsatisfied requirements for N : if there are
no more unsatisfied requirements, the resolution procedure success-
fully ends for the current recursive call, returning the node itself. In
the other case, when there are still requirements to be resolved, the
procedure continue with the next step;
3. it tries to build a complete InvertedIndex for the set of residual un-
satisfied requirements, with the aim of obtaining an exhaustive list of
mappings Resource 7→ { Requirements satisfied by the Resource
} for either any locally installed or remote resource available within
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known and trusted Repositories. The index is built by performing
the following actions:
(a) for each requirement Req in the given set, it tries to discover,
using the services offered by BundleDiscoverer and Reposi-
toryAdmin services, the set RemoteReq of all the remote re-
sources suitable to satisfy Req;
(b) in addition, if the parameter considerLocal is set to true, then
SatReq = RemoteReq ∪ LocalReq, where LocalReq is the set
containing all the locally installed resources discovered by us-
ing the BundleDiscoverer service and suitable to satisfy Req.
Otherwise, simply SatReq = RemoteReq;
(c) finally, for each discovered resource Res ∈ SatReq, a new map-
ping Res 7→ Req is added inside the inverted index.
If the built index results not complete, it means that there exists
at least a currently unsatisfied requirement which cannot be trans-
formed in satisfied by using resources contained either locally or
within available repositories, then the recursive call may end with
failure. In the other case, when the index is complete and so each
requirement is satisfied by at least a resource, the resolution process
may proceed with the next step;
4. for each resource R contained within the built inverted index, the
following steps are performed:
(a) the annotation A of N is cloned, obtaining Aˆ;
(b) all the requirements satisfied by R are moved from the list of
unsatisfied requirements of Aˆ to the list of the satisfied require-
ments of Aˆ;
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(c) a new AnnotatedTreeNode object Ncson is created and instan-
tiated as candidate son of N by using R as node content, Aˆ as
Annotation and N as parent node;
(d) the whole resolution procedure is recursively executed starting
from step 1, by using a depth-first approach, on Ncson;
(e) if the recursive call returns with failure, the candidate son is
discarded. In the other case, Ncson becomes a real son of N
and is added inside N ’s sons list.
5. after that all the resources of the inverted index have been processed,
if the sons list of N contains at least a son node, then the recursive
call ends returning N itself; otherwise, if the sons list of N is empty,
the procedure ends returns with failure.
After that the recursive resolution procedure ends for the root node,
the final output will be the annotated solutions tree for it, containing
all the possible resolutions solutions that can be exploited to resolve the
root resource using both local and remote available resources. Actually,
for coherence with the BundleResolver service interface, the output of
the resolve method consists in a collection of AnnotatedTreeNode which
however contains the root of the built annotated solution tree as singleton
element. In particular, each branch of the tree (a path from the root to a
leaf node) represents a valid resolution solution involving all the resources
contained within the tree path’s nodes. If the tree owns no branches,
means that there exists no resolution solutions, so the root resource cannot
be resolved. Finally, the output tree is used as input of the selection
process to select a particular solution among all the available.
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4.4.2 Selection process
After that all the possible solutions have been explored for a given entity
to resolve, a selection process is implemented by the StandardAnnotat-
edTreeBundleResolver component with the aim of selecting a single so-
lution for that entity, that is a single branch from the annotated solution
tree. In this way, all the Resources belonging to that branch are necessary
for the resolution of the original entity.
The selection algorithm is implemented by performing a qualitative
evaluation of the branches within the annotated solutions tree, which in
turn is driven by performing estimations of a particular fact or interest pa-
rameter. Different kind of evaluation processes or custom estimation met-
rics can be defined by providing implementations of the Estimator and
Evaluator interfaces, respectively. A detailed explanation about them
is postponed to section 4.8. Anyway, given in input the collection con-
taining the roots of the trees obtained from the resolution process and
representing valid resolution solutions for the original entity to resolve,
the component applies the Evaluator on each root in order to evaluate
each branch using a particular metric. For example, the StandardAn-
notatedTreeBundleResolver implementation of the component uses in-
stances of ResourceSizeEstimator and ResourceSizeEvaluator classes
for the estimation and evaluation process, respectively. The former esti-
mates each resource of the tree just assigning them their size in bytes. The
latter, as subclass of AnnotatedTreeLeavesBasedEvaluator representing
a RankedEvaluator, iteratively applies the Estimator instance to each
resource of the tree, providing an evaluation of each single tree’s branch
starting from the leaves and going up toward the root. In other words,
starting from a leaf of the tree, the evaluation algorithm first estimates
each met resource until the root is reached, then provides an evaluation
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of the analyzed branch by performing the sum of all the size-estimations
of the involved resources.
Once all the branches of the tree have been evaluated, the “best” eval-
uated will be chosen as final and preferred solution for the output of the
selection process. The definition of “best solution” is purely implemen-
tation dependant, since it depends on the kind of metrics and on the
heuristics with which Estimator and RankedEvaluator entities are im-
plemented. In our case described above, the best solution is of course the
branch having the smallest total size, in terms of bytes.
Typically, the leaf of the selected branch is returned as output of the
selection process. This is coherent with the features offered by the Anno-
tatedTreeBundleDownloader service which, given a branch of a tree, is
able to automatically download all the resources of that branch starting
from the leaf.
4.5 StandardAnnotatedTreeBundleDownloader
As well described in section 3.3.4.4, MC2S provides a system service capa-
ble to manage the will of on-demand downloading any kind of file across
the network, the BundleDownloader service. In particular, we have al-
ready seen a specialization of this service which extends the download pro-
cess to tree-like data structures having Resources as nodes, represented
by the AnnotatedTreeBundleDownloader interface.
Within MC2S, a trivial implementation of this interface has been pro-
posed through the StandardAnnotatedTreeBundleDownloader compo-
nent. The File System’s directory in which the component will download
the requested files may be configured by using the changeDownloadDi-
rectory method, while the iterator may be managed in the classic way
by using the standard hasNext and next methods. When invoked, the
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latter method moves up the pointer identifying current pointed node and
returns it as output, while the former returns true until the root is not
reached. If the pointer is moved over the root of the tree, the iterator en-
ters an undefined status and must be reset by using either changeBegin
or resetToBegin methods in order to be reused.
The downloadFileForCurrentNode method starts the download pro-
cess for the remote resource logically represented by the currently pointed
AnnotatedTreeNode of the tree. The download process performs the fol-
lowing simple steps:
1. the URL is extracted from the remote Resource currently pointed
by the iterator;
2. an HTTP 8 GET request is performed to connect the relative remote
Repository;
3. the JAR file representing the required Resource is downloaded us-
ing the connection input stream within the File System’s directory
specified by the path owned by the component.
In the current implementation, if a file having the same name is already
contained inside the download directory, the new downloaded file will
replace it. The dowloadWholeTreeBranch is just a convenience method
that allows the component to download the whole tree branch in a single
shot by repeatedly advancing the iterator and download the resources
represented by the involved nodes of the tree.
As every system component, also the StandardAnnotatedTreeBun-
dleDownloader component directly uses the Log services to track the
performed actions and signal eventual occurred errors.
8HTTP, HyperText Transfer Protocol, RFC 2068
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4.6 WatcherManager
Within section 3.3.4.7 we already discussed about the capabilities offered
by the DirectoryWatcher service interface, consisting in monitoring an
existing directory within the local File System by looking for the avail-
ability of new files that the user could manually insert in order to interact
with MC2S.
Inside the framework, the WatcherManager class provides a multi-
threaded and thread-safe implementation of the above mentioned interface
which, after the invocation of its startWatching method, tries to start the
watching process on the File System’s directory specified at configuration
time by performing the following steps:
1. if the watching process is already running, a WatchingRunningEx-
ception is raised in order to signal the impossibility of starting the
watching process because already started;
2. if no RequestProcessors are registered to receive requests notifi-
cations, a NoProcessorsRegisteredException is raised in order to
signal the uselessness of starting the watching process since nobody
will process the incoming requests;
3. if no watching directory path are set, or if the watching directory
path is invalid, an InvalidPathException is raised;
4. if the watching directory’s absolute path is instead set and valid, but
the directory does not exists on the local File System, the method
tries to create the directory. If the creation fails, it throws again an
InvalidPathException;
5. if no admitted file extension are set, the default settings are used by
looking only for the presence of new JAR files;
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6. a new thread is started for effectively perform the watching process
asynchronously with respect to the component itself.
The watching process can be stopped in any time by calling the method
stopWatching. The method interrupts the started thread and waits for
its termination, then stops the component itself. The configuration status
of the component will remain unchanged for an eventual restart, until the
framework is running.
In particular, two different implementations have been realized for the
thread started in the last step, differentiating the way with which the
watching process is performed.
4.6.1 WatchServiceListener
As first thread entity able to perform the asynchronous watching process,
the implementation provided by the WatchServiceListener class uses an
instance of the WatchService class available inside java.nio library since
Java 7.
Once started, the thread registers itself to the WatchService instance
for receive updates of type CREATE about the specified directory. Then
the thread just performs an infinite loop blocking its execution on the take
method and waiting for aWatchKey. Once the desired kind ofWatchKey
is obtained, the thread continue its execution by first using the pollEvents
method to extract the absolute path of the new file created within the mon-
itored directory, then by notifying all the registered RequestProcessor of
the new path by invoking the process on each of them individually. It
is important to underline that this method is asynchronously executed
by each RequestProcessor with respect to the WatchServiceListener
thread, avoiding long interruptions of the watching process.
To ensure a full portability also on Android devices, MC2S framework
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must be developed by using a JDK≤ 1.6. This means that theWatchSer-
viceListener thread entity cannot be exploited by the framework, since
the java.nio library has been added only since JDK 1.7. Exactly for
this reason, the alternative Java 6-compliant PollingListener thread en-
tity has been developed, as we will see in the next section. However,
because of the modularity of MC2S, the choice between the two thread
entities may be easily alternated by changing only a few lines of code
within WatcherManager class, as well as the development of more other
alternative thread entities.
4.6.2 PollingListener
A valid alternative to the way with which the WatchServiceListener
thread entity performs its watching process is implemented by thePollingLis-
tener class. This thread class performs the watching job by both exploit-
ing the org.apache.commons.io library and implementing its FileAlter-
ationListener interface to listen for changes on files. The used library
just requires a JDK ≥ 1.6 to run.
Once started, the thread registers itself as listener for the callbacks dis-
patched by an instance of the FileAlterationObserver class, instantiated
through the File System’s path of the directory to monitor and with a
SuffixFileFilter containing all the suffixes of the admitted files for which
receive callbacks. Then the callback dispatcher is added as observer to
an instance of the FileAlterationMonitor class, instantiated with a par-
ticular POLLING_INTERVAL. The job of the FileAlterationMonitor
instance is to poll the specified directory by using the added observer,
with a polling frequency defined by the specified poll interval.
When a new file compliant with the specified filter is either created or
added within the monitored directory, the onFileCreate method will be
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dispatched. During the execution of the method, the thread will notify all
the registered RequestProcessors which, in turn, will process the request
asynchronously with respect to the thread itself.
Because of both its compatibility with Java 6 and its efficiency, the
PollingListener thread entity is effectively used as standard for the im-
plementation of the watching process within MC2S, providing portability
also for the Android operating system.
4.7 StandardWebRequestListener
The WebRequestListener is the other MC2S’s system service that, as
described in section 3.3.4.8, is able to route through RequestorProcessors
the Context requests incoming from external trusted sources over the
network.
The StandardWebRequestListener class component provides a multi-
threaded and thread-safe implementation of the above mentioned interface
which, after the invocation of the startListening method, tries to start the
listening process by opening a Socket on the port specified at configuration
time:
1. if the listening process is already running, then a ListeningRun-
ningException is raised in order to signal the impossibility of start-
ing the listening process because already started;
2. if no RequestProcessors are registered to receive requests notifi-
cations, a NoProcessorsRegisteredException is raised in order to
signal the uselessness of starting the listening process since nobody
will process the incoming requests;
3. if no listening port are set, or if the set listening port is invalid, an
IOException is raised;
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4. a new thread is started for effectively perform the listening process
asynchronously with respect to the component itself.
The listening process can be stopped in any time by calling the method
stopListening. The method interrupts the started thread and waits for its
termination, then stops the component itself. Also in this case, the con-
figuration status of the component will remain unchanged for an eventual
restart, until the framework is running.
The behaviour of the thread started in the last step is implemented
through the Server thread class. Once started, the thread just enters an
infinite loop within which it will wait on a Socket for incoming Context
requests by calling the acceptWebRequest method. When a new request
arrives, the thread first reads the required context full name from the
Socket, then notifies all the registered RequestProcessors by passing them
the context full name and the communication Socket on which they will
answers to the performed request. The processors will process the received
request asynchronously with respect to the thread itself, avoiding long
interruptions of the listening process.
All the libraries used by the thread, differently from what happened
for the DirectoryWatcher, are purely compatible with Java 6, so no other
thread entities have been developed as alternative to the explained one.
4.8 Estimators and Evaluators
As already mentioned within section 4.4, after that the resolution pro-
cess has been applied of a given Resource, the selection algorithm aims
to choose a particular solution among those available inside the returned
collection. In order to give the possibility to personalize the selection
process, MC2S provides the Estimator and Evaluators interfaces with
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which Resource-related interest parameters can be estimated and anno-
tated solutions tree’s branches can be evaluated, respectively. However,
accordingly to the behaviour proposed by the interfaces, different kind of
implementations can be defined for both estimation and evaluation pro-
cesses.
The Estimator interface, parametric on types I and O, represents an
entity able to evaluate input items of type I providing their estimation of
type O. Basically MC2S provides two implementations of that interface
through ResourceSizeEstimator and UnsatisfiedRequirementsEstima-
tor classes. The former estimates a given resource by just returning its
dimension in bytes. On the other hand, the latter iterates over an input
collection of unsatisfied Requirements in order to count and return the
number of items contained within it.
Figure 4.3: Evaluator classes hierarchy
Moving toward evaluations, instead, as shown in figure 4.3 MC2S de-
fines a more complex classes hierarchy. The topmost generic interface
corresponds to the classic Evaluator which, parametric on types T , I and
O, represents an entity able to evaluate items of type T by using an imple-
mentation of the Estimator interface instantiated by using types I and O.
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The result of an evaluation is conveniently represented through instances
of the class Evaluation, which is nothing else than a representation of the
evaluated item together with the result of its evaluation. Even if an Es-
timator requires an input item of type I , an Evaluator using it provides
the additional type T in order to allow either internal transformation or
type-coercion on the passed items before effectively apply the estimation
process. A trivial implementation of the Evaluator interface is provided
by the StandardEvaluator abstract class. Even if the class implements
the majority of the methods in the classic way, the class has been de-
liberately left abstract so that the applyEstimator method could be left
unimplemented by leaving the definition of how to apply the Estimator
to concrete implementations.
A nice specialization of the basicEvaluator is provided by theRankedE-
valuator interface which, in addition to the features provided by the
super-interface, defines a total order among the performed Evaluations
by associating a rank to them. In particular, given two Evaluations’ es-
timations, the entity may decide how is the rank of the first estimation
with respect to the estimation of the second one by using the compar-
eRank method. Moreover, thanks to the total order defined by the rank,
the interface may also provides methods like getEvaluationsByRank and
getBestEvaluated suitable to immediately retrieve the best items accord-
ingly to their rank. It is important to highlight that the way with which
the rank is assigned is defined by the entity that implements the inter-
face. A standard implementation of the RankedEvaluator interface is
provided by the StandardRankedEvaluator abstract class that trivially
maintains the performed Evaluations within an ordered list. Once again
the applyEstimator method is left unimplemented, for the same reason
discussed above.
To better integrate a RankedEvaluator within the selection process
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performed by the BundleResolver service, MC2S defines another abstract
extension of the StandardRankedEvaluator abstract class, called Anno-
tatedTreeLeavesBasedEvaluator. This class specializes the ranked evalu-
ator to be better exploited to evaluate tree-shaped structures by defining
the evaluateLeaves method. Given the root of a tree, the method applies
to each leaf of the tree the evaluate method inherited by the superclass.
The applyEstimator and compareRank methods are still left unimple-
mented, since they may be used by the class independently from their
implementation.
Finally, two concrete implementations of the AnnotatedTreeLeaves-
BasedEvaluator has been provided in order to be effectively used by the
system components of the framework. They are defined through the Re-
sourceSizeEvaluator and ResourceUnsatReqsEvaluator classes. Both
the classes just make concrete the left abstract methods of the superclass
by defining compareRank to order the items through a natural reverse-
order of rank and applyEstimator to recursively apply the Estimator
instance in a bottom-up fashion starting from a leaf of the considered
tree. During the climb local estimations are accumulated, then summed
together and stored as Evaluation for the considered leaf once the root
is reached. Accordingly to what has been described within section 4.4.2,
the selection process can be simply realized by first invoking the evalu-
ateLeaves method on the root of the annotated solutions tree obtained
from the resolution process, then by using the getBestEvaluated method
to obtain the “best” solution.
4.9 FrameworkCore
During this thesis, we underlined more times the component-based de-
sign of MC2S’s architecture. Moreover, until now we exposed the im-
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plementation of different kind of system components, each one offering
various system services and defining particular features. Anyway, the ac-
tivation/deactivation and the execution of these components have to be
properly managed by MC2S framework.
By defining the FrameworkCore component, MC2S aims to realize a
centralized component able to configure, setup and orchestrate all the
other system components of the framework. By using Declarative Service
specifications, the core component specifies dependencies towards all the
other system components, so it will be activated if and only if all these
components have been already activated.
By implementing the Configurator interface, the FrameworkCore
component can be retrieved by an embedder application with the aim
to configure the system components from “outside” by calling the related
configuration methods. Since the component is retrievable only when ac-
tive and it will be activated only if all the other system components are
already active, this transitively means that a single system component
may be configured only when it is active.
The component also acts as RequestProcessor, so it registers itself
under DirectoryWatcher and WebRequestListener services in order to
be notified when a new request to process is available. Accordingly to the
behaviour defined by these two components, all the passed requests will be
processed asynchronously with respect the components’ execution. When
new requests arrive to FrameworkCore component, it assigns them to a
free thread of a ready thread pool. The thread pool, as implementation
of the ExecutorService interface, owns a fixed size that is adjustable at
configuration time.
The effective requests processing process is so implemented by the
Worker class, a thread entity able to process a single request at each
time. A Worker instance may be executed starting from both directory
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or network requests.
4.9.1 Processing of directory requests
In the first case, the request to process comes from the running implemen-
tation DirectoryWatcher service and the thread entity implementing the
request processing procedure behaves in the following way:
1. it builds the OSGi installation path for the new JAR file created
within the monitored directory. The building process is performed
by using the capabilities offered by an implementation BundleIn-
staller service. The JAR file is so treated as a standard OSGi
Bundle;
2. it tries to resolve the Bundle represented by the installation path
built above by aiming to satisfy all its Requirements. Through the
invocation of the resolve method provided by an implementation of
the AnnotatedTreeBundleResolver service, the thread builds the
annotated solutions tree containing all the possible resolution solu-
tions for that Bundle;
3. by invoking the AnnotatedTreeBundleResolver ’s select method, it
tries to choose a particular resolution solution from the annotated
solutions tree built in the previous step. If no solutions exist for
the involved Bundle, the resolution process ends with failures after
inserting the unresolved Bundle inside a list containing all the en-
tities for which the resolution process is terminated for the same
reason, from when the framework is running. In the other case, the
tree is evaluated by using an instance of the AnnotatedTreeLeaves-
BasedEvaluator class and a single branch is chosen as valid solution
to use for the Bundle resolution.
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4. it tries to download and install inside the running OSGi frame-
work instance all the Bundles represented by the Resources con-
tained in the above chosen tree’s branch, at exception of the root,
by respectively using features provided by implementation of An-
notatedTreeBundleDownloader and BundleInstaller services. If
someone among the download or installation processes fails, a roll-
back is performed in order to restore the old status and the reso-
lution process ends with failure. On the other hand, once all the
branch’s Bundles have been successfully downloaded and installed,
the thread restricts their security by using a component implement-
ing the SecurityManager service. Finally, the thread tries to start
the execution of the installed Bundles;
5. it tries to install the originally involved Bundle which is now able
to execute because of the previously installed Bundles providing
Capabilities matching its Requirements. If the installation fails,
a rollback is performed in order to restore the old status and the
resolution process ends with failure. Otherwise the security of the
Bundle is restricted before starting its execution;
6. finally, the thread tries to repeat the whole process on all the Bundles
remained unresolved in the past that have been inserted within the
above mentioned list. This process hopes to resolve them by using
either the features of the new installed Bundles or new Resources
available in known and trusted repositories.
Both in case of success or failure, once the resolution process for the
involved Bundle ends, also the thread ends its execution becoming a “free”
thread of the pool managed by the FrameworkCore component.
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4.9.2 Processing of network requests
Differently from the previous case, now the request to process comes from
the running component implementing the WebRequestListener service
and the thread entity implementing the request processing procedure be-
haves in the following way:
1. it extracts package and context names from the full qualified Con-
text name contained within the request;
2. if there exists an already installed PluginComponent able to satisfy
the received request, then a “fake” internal requester is created. This
internal requester is able to ask for the involved Context to exist-
ing PluginComponent and to route the information received from
them toward the external entity performed the request by using the
provided communication Socket. A greedy approach is used when
more than a PluginComponent is able to offer the wished Context.
Immediately after the answer, the request processing process can be
terminated with success;
3. on the other hand, if there exist no PluginComponents able to pro-
vide the required context information, the search is then extended to
trust and available remote repositories known by the framework. By
using the discoverResourcesByOfferedContext method offered by
the running component implementing the BundleDiscoverer ser-
vice, each repository is consulted with the aim to find the complete
set of resources having the requested Context package name among
their Capabilities. At this point, if the resulting set is empty, a
failure message representing the impossibility to satisfy the request
is sent back toward the external requester; otherwise, the procedure
continues;
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4. it applies the usual resolution and selection processes by using the
AnnotatedTreeBundleResolver service implementation: for each
Resource present in the discovered set, a resolution solutions tree is
built and evaluated by using an instance of AnnotatedTreeLeaves-
BasedEvaluator class, then the root of each tree is used to build
a multitlon collection representing the input of the selection pro-
cess. Analogously to the standard selection process, a single branch
is selected as final resolution solution, but this time the choice is
made possibly evaluating more than a single annotated solutions
tree. Furthermore, while in the classic case the Bundle to resolve
represent the root of the resolution tree, in this case the framework
needs to choose a root-Resource suitable to answer to the received
context request, so the selection of the branch implies also the choice
of such a kind of Resource;
5. it tries to download and install inside the running OSGi framework
instance all the Bundles represented by the resources contained in
the above chosen tree’s branch, comprehensive of the root, by us-
ing the methods provided by running components implementing the
AnnotatedTreeBundleDownloader and BundleInstaller services,
respectively. If someone among the download or installation pro-
cesses fail, a rollback is performed in order to restore the old status
and the resolution process ends with failure. On the other hand,
once all the branch’s Bundles have been successfully downloaded
and installed, the thread restricts their security by using a com-
ponent implementing the SecurityManager service. Finally, the
thread tries to start the execution of the installed Bundles;
6. once a PluginComponent able to produce the desired Context has
been installed inside the OSGi instance, MC2S may create the “fake”
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internal requester with the aim to ask the producer for that Context
and to route the received answer over the Socket on which the orig-
inal network request has been received. More precisely, the external
requester will receive the requested Context as a serialized POJO
through the network. This means that once the Context has been
received as answer, the external requester needs to deserialize it in
order to consume the information contained within it for its own
purposes;
7. finally, the thread tries to repeat the whole process on all the Bundles
remained unresolved in the past that have been inserted within the
above mentioned list. This process hopes to resolve them by using
either the features of the new installed Bundles or new Resources
available in known and trusted repositories.
In all cases in which an error occurs, the communication Socket be-
tween the framework and the external requester is immediately closed,
causing the immediate termination of the request processing.
However, also in this case and whether the process is terminated with
failure, once the resolution process for the involved Bundle ends, the thread
ends its execution too, becoming a “free” thread of the pool managed by
the FrameworkCore component.
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Chapter 5
Use cases and
performance analysis
In this chapter we will describe some theoretical use cases which may be
really realized by using MC2S features. We will first tell about a scenario
in which different areas of a town are subject to the monitoring process
of some environmental parameters like air and water quality, humidity
percentage and temperature degrees, traffic level, and so on. Even if the
use case consider only three city areas (i.e. a lake, a traffic area and
a residential area), it has of course no limits for an eventual worldwide
expansion.
Differently from the first one, the second scenario describes how MC2S
framework may be also suitable to take care about people life in case
of danger. The use case describes a situation in which a community of
volunteers want to help an entity that deals with earthquakes identification
with its expansion on large scale with the aim of obtain a sort of real-time
rescue assistance in case of danger.
Finally, we will give an open and detailed overview about MC2S per-
formances. Both CPU and RAM usage have been analyzed by submitting
the framework to two main testbeds providing two different stress inten-
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sity. Both the Android and pure-Java versions of MC2S have been tested
on top of several types of hardware and architectures. In particular, we
will report the experiments made onto two Android smartphones, a Rasp-
berry Pi and a laptop by showing that in all cases MC2S is able to achieve
nice performances, even if there are evident differences among their archi-
tectures from both structural and technological point of view.
5.1 Environmental monitoring use case
Let us assume a situation in which some ad-hoc networks have been built
through devices provided of different types of sensing capabilities, and
that they are installed in different areas of a city. For example, we can
imagine that a first kind of network, called Nlake, is located close to lakes
near to the urban areas and is capable to quantify humidity, temperature
and water quality by exploiting Raspberry Pi microcontrollers together
with the necessary sensors (i.e. Libelium Smart Environment and Smart
Water 1). On the same line, a second kind of network, called Ntraffic, is
located in urban areas susceptible to high levels of vehicular traffic and is
capable to monitor the intensity of the flowing traffic at each instant by
using traffic monitoring gantry. Finally, a third kind of network, called
Nair, is located in several residential areas spread over the city with the
aim to real-time monitor air quality and CO2 levels of the interested areas
by using the same mechanisms exploited by Nlake. Let us also suppose
that all the described ad-hoc networks are provided of either wired or
wireless network connectivity, that are reachable through Internet by using
IP addresses and that all of them support and run an instance of MC2S
framework.
Moreover, let us imagine a scenario similar to the one shown in figure
1Libelium Smart Environment and Smart Water, www.libelium.com
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5.1, in which a centralized entity (i.e. a server farm or a Cloud system
of a big corporation) is interested in improving the health quality of the
city and of its citizens by retrieving information provided by the three
kind of networks described above. Several instances of the three kind of
networks have been strategically spread and installed over the city and,
thanks to MC2S and to the plug-ins installed within it, they are ready to
receive context information requests from external entities. We will use
the names Phum, Ptemp, Pwater, Ptraffic and Pair to respectively indicate
the already installed plug-ins able to retrieve humidity percentage, tem-
perature degrees, water quality, traffic and air quality. In this context,
however, we suppose that these plug-ins are available within MC2S public
repositories together with the Context they are able to produce, repre-
sented as POJO. In addition, with Pbatterytag we identify a plug-in that
is not currently installed within the devices of the above mentioned net-
works and that is able to tag a generic Context with the current battery
level of the device on top of it is running. It is important to highlight
that Pbatterytag also needs Cbattery to execute, and that within the running
framework instances there are no installed plug-ins able to provide it.
A centralized entity just needs to know the IP addresses of the above
described networks in order to be able to perform requests to them. Ac-
cordingly to this, an external application may use the datatypes provided
by the plug-ins to perform requests only for a particular information. If
the final goal is to monitor the environmental parameters of a lake, for
example, then an application Apphum can be developed in such a way to
first establish a connection with Nlake by using its known IP address, then
to send a request for the Context Chum over the opened Socket in order
to receive an answer from Phum. The use case diagram illustrating such
a kind of situation is shown in figure 5.2. Of course, the same kind of
reasoning can be made for the other context information offered by Nlake
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Figure 5.1: Environmental monitoring use case scenario
(i.e. Ctemp and Cwater) and by the other two kinds of ad-hoc networks
Ntraffic and Nair spread over the city.
However, the centralized entity may also decide to install new fea-
tures within the available ad-hoc networks by pushing new plug-ins inside
them. For example, let us assume that the previously defined Pbatterytag
is available within MC2S public repositories together with the associate
datatype Cbatterytag because developed by someone else. Whether, for in-
stance, an application Apptraffic aims to ask for Ctraffic information to
many installed ad-hoc networks of type Ntraffic at the same time, per-
haps it could be useful to known the current battery level of the device
produced the single information. In order to realize that, Apptraffic can
be developed in such a way to perform request for Cbatterytag to the in-
terested networks, parametrizing it with Ctraffic to specify the type of
Context to tag. Since Pbatterytag is not currently installed within the run-
ning MC2S instances, all of them will contact the MC2S public repositories
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with the aim of download and install the missing plug-in. However, since
Pbatterytag specifies a dependency toward Cbattery, let us also suppose that
also Pbattery is available inside known repositories. Since the plug-in is able
to produce Cbattery then, accordingly to the resolution process described
in 4.4.1, both Pbattery and Pbatterytag will be automatically installed within
the framework instances running onto the devices belonging to Ntraffic.
Figure 5.2: Environmental monitoring use case diagram for locally resolved
Chum
After the installation, because of the specified context parameter,
Pbatterytag will first receive Cbattery and Ctraffic from Pbattery and Ptraffic,
respectively, then it will use them to initialize a new instance of Cbatterytag.
The final tagged-traffic information is so sent back toward Apptraffic, as
answer for the previously made request. The use case diagram for such a
kind of situation is shown in figure 5.3.
As summary, the above described use case wants to underline the flexi-
bility and the power of MC2S by contextualizing it within an environmen-
tal monitoring task. In particular, it is important to stand out not only the
capability of retrieve more high-level data at the same time directly from
different devices, but also the possibility to use and re-elaborate them on
external entities. The use case wants also to highlights the self-assembly,
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Figure 5.3: Environmental monitoring use case diagram for remotely re-
solved Cbatterytag
auto-download and Context-reuse features of the framework and shows,
through a very simple example, how different plug-ins can cooperate in or-
der to define more complex context information without requiring a major
effort from developers point of view.
5.2 Earthquakes identification use case
Differently from the previous use case, let us imagine that IIEES 2 is inter-
ested in identify earthquakes and their intensity by spreading and increas-
ing detections over all the world. Let us also suppose that such authority
is interested in maintain low the costs for the necessary infrastructure,
while obtaining less precise measurements. Among all the possible and
suitable solutions, maybe the more convenient is the one which uses an
opportunistic Mobile CrowdSensing approach to retrieve the desired data
from mobile devices owned by people which want to participate and help
2IIEES, International Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Seismology, www.iiees.ac.ir
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the initiative.
To reach this goal, IIEES may commission the development of an
MC2S-compliant plug-in able to exploit accelerometer, gyroscope and mi-
crophone to detect vibrations and fluctuations of the Earth, analyze them
and send both an alarm signal and the exact mobile device position to
IIEES servers in case of danger. Even if the idea may initially appears
crazy or meaningless for the reader, he/she may be for sure persuaded by
what has been realized in MyShake [9].
Figure 5.4: Earthquakes identification use case scenario
The set up of the worldwide opportunistic network is very simple and
intuitive also for non-expert users. For example, every mobile device based
on Android is supported by MC2S and may be part of the infrastructure.
Accordingly to this, an user that wants to participate to the sensing pro-
cess just needs to download and install both the app which embeds MC2S
and the plug-in for earthquakes detection provided by IIEES inside the
instance of MC2S running on top of its Android smartphone or tablet. Im-
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mediately after the successfully installation, the user’s smartphone starts
to accumulate values from the sensors and to analyze them locally. Then,
in case of danger, a notification will be send to both emergency entities
(i.e. hospitals, police, fire-fighters, etc.) to take rescue actions and IIEES
servers to perform different kind of analysis on the retrieved data. The
use case diagram for such a kind of environment is shown in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Earthquakes identification use case diagram
As it is simple to understand, the joint power of MCS and MC2S may
be used not only for data analysis or to improve the life quality of the
individuals, but sometimes also to save our life.
5.3 Performance analysis
Since we developed MC2S ensuring portability over an huge set of hetero-
geneous devices, we also analyzed its performances on different kinds of
hardware possibly hosting different kinds of software. In particular, such a
kind analysis mainly consists in executing some tests performing Context
requests to the running MC2S framework instance with the aim to stress
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it and evaluate its CPU and RAM usage over the time.
We mainly built two tests, called respectively Test1 andTest2, differ-
ing in types of requested context information, total number of performed
requests, requests frequency and number of requests performed at the
same time. In order to make these tests more realistic, the set of Plug-
inComponents shown in figure 5.6 has been developed by using Eclipse
IDE 3 and Bndtools plug-in 4. All the developed plug-ins are then made
available inside three different repositories located on a server reachable
through the local network to which the involved device is connected. The
framework is so configured at initialization time with the IP address of this
server, which will be considered available and trusted in case of remote
expansion of the resolution process.
Figure 5.6: Example of PluginComponents and Repositories developed for
performance analysis
We also suppose that, when the tests are launched, an “empty” in-
3Eclipse IDE, www.eclipse.org
4Bndtools plug-in, www.bndtools.org
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stance of MC2S framework is already running on the involved device.
With “empty” is intended that no PluginComponents are currently in-
stalled within the framework instance.
More in details, the two developed tests behave in the following way:
• Test1: a single external requester R asks for TemperatureContext
every 500 ms, for a total of 50 requests;
• Test2: five distinct external requesters respectively ask for different
context information with a different frequency, each one for a total
of 50 requests:
– R1 asks for TaggedBatteryContext every 1000 ms;
– R2 asks for TaggedTemperatureContext every 800 ms;
– R3 asks for TemperatureContext every 500 ms;
– R4 asks for GpsContext every 1000 ms;
– R5 asks for BatteryContext every 500 ms.
Among all the devices used for the analysis, in this section we will only
report the results obtained by executing these tests on the following four
devices:
• Motorola MotoG XT1068 (2nd generation) smartphone,
Qualcomm MSM8226 Snapdragon 400 Chipset, Cortex-A7 Quad-
core 1.2 GHz CPU, 1 GB RAM, 8 GB Storage, Android 6.0 (Marsh-
mallow) OS;
• ASUS ZenFone 2 ZE500CL Z00D smartphone, Intel Atom
Z2560 Chipset, Dual-core 1.6 GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM, 8 GB Storage,
Android 5.1 (Lollipop) OS;
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• Raspberry Pi Model B Revision 2.0microcontroller, ARMv6-
compatible rev 7 (v6l) 700 MHz CPU, 512 MB RAM, 8 GB Storage,
Raspbian Jessie 4.4 (Debian) 32-bit OS.
• HP Pavilion dv6t (1030us) laptop, Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo
CPU T6400 2.00 GHz dual-core CPU without hyper-threading, 4
GB RAM, Ubuntu 14.0 LTS (Linux) 64-bit OS;
The complete testbed infrastructure used for MC2S performance anal-
ysis is shown in figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Testbed infrastructure for MC2S performance analysis
Within next sections, we will show the outcomes obtained from the
execution of Test1 and Test2 on all previous listed devices, plotting CPU
and RAM usage values with the aim of show their trend over the time.
In order to retrieve such a kind of values within pure-Java environments
(i.e. onto Raspberry Pi microcontroller and HPdv6 laptop), the external
SIGAR 5 library has been exploited because of its accuracy obtained by
using target-native features. On the other hand, for Android environments
5SIGAR, System Information Gatherer And Reporter, www.support.hyperic.com/display/SIGAR
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(i.e. onto MotoG and ZenFone smartphones) no external libraries have
been used, since nice profiling tools like CPU and Memory Monitors 6
are already available within Android Studio IDE 7. No more accurate
performances within Android environments may be reachable by using
SIGAR library instead of CPU and Memory Monitors: while SIGAR is
able to separately monitor the overall system CPU load and the amount of
RAM used by a particular running process by specifying its PID, Android
Monitors are instead able to monitor resources usage of each Android
application individually. Accordingly to these reasons, the layout and
the graphic of the plots will appear different dependently from the used
performances analysis tool.
It is important to point out that even if we will express the total
amount of used CPU in percentage, the plotted values must be interpreted
differently depending on the type of involved architecture. For example, if
a plot shows that MC2S uses the 50% of a quad-core CPU on a particular
device, it probably means that the framework is fully using two of the
four available cores (i.e. the 100% of the two cores). By following this
line, if another plot shows that MC2S uses the 100% of a dual-core CPU
when it is running on another device, probably the performances on the
two considered device are quite similar.
Another important aspect to underline is related to memory manage-
ment. Since MC2S is based on Java, the dynamic memory allocated by the
framework on top of the Heap is automatically deallocated by the GC 8.
However, different runtime versions may use not only different garbage
collecting algorithms, but also several policies to decide when to run the
GC itself. This difference is even quite evident whether memory plots
6CPU Monitor, www.developer.android.com/studio/profile/am-cpu.html.
Memory Monitor, www.developer.android.com/studio/profile/am-memory.html
7Android Studio IDE, www.developer.android.com/studio
8Garbage Collector for automatic deallocation of dynamic memory
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using Android and pure-Java memory are compared.
Sometimes performances could appear unpredictable over the time,
since CPU assignment and RAM management are also dealt by the under-
lying operating system which, in our case, may belong to several different
strands (i.e. Linux,Windows, Debian, Android, etc.) and implement dif-
ferent low-level mechanisms. Moreover, an huge performance degradation
and variations may be caused by architectures that either own processors
which does not supportmulti-threading or provide a number of cores that
differ is apparently the same, but that actually differ among physical and
logical (i.e. by the use of hyper-threading technologies).
5.3.1 Analysis on smartphones
In this section we will describe the performance analysis on both MotoG
and ZenFone smartphones. As mentioned before, we used Monitors to
collect and plot data representing MC2S’s CPU and RAM usage. Because
of the periodicity of the obtained results, we will show a temporal window
including only the first 70 seconds of execution.
Execution of Test1
Starting from Test1 , we may note from figure 5.8 and 5.9 that the CPU
usage does not reach the 10% when the test is executed on both MotoG
and ZenFone, except for a few specific time intervals. Both intervals [0, 6]
of the first figure and [0, 5] of the second one represent the time needed for
MC2S framework configuration, environment setting and start-up , while
intervals [8, 14] of the first figure and [6, 10] of the second one coincide
with the processing of the first incoming requests. The difference among
the amount of CPU used to process the first request with respect to all the
others is quite evident, but it is compliant with the expected behaviour.
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Since, in our assumption, MC2S starts its execution from a completely
“empty” status, when the first request arrives it is unable to locally find
PluginComponents offering the wished TemperatureContext. For this
reason, the framework needs to search such a kind of component within
remote repository and to install and activate it in order to be able to
locally satisfy the successive requests.
Figure 5.8: CPU and RAM usage during Test1 on MotoG
However, even if MotoG provides a quad-core CPU compared with
the dual-core CPU of the ZenFone, MC2S framework achieves better
CPU performances when it runs onto the latter. Initially it could appear
very strange, but actually exists a precise reason because the results are
right. First of all, MotoG’s architecture is hyper-threaded, so it actually
provides two physical cores with multiple contexts. Second, ZenFone’s
cores own higher clock frequency with respect to MotoG’s cores (i.e. 1.6
GHz against 1.2 GHz). These results in very nice CPU performances on
both devices, but they are much better on ZenFone.
On the other hand, regarding RAM usage, MC2S uses a maximum of
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Figure 5.9: CPU and RAM usage during Test1 on ZenFone
about 17 MB on both smartphones. When the allocated memory reaches
this limit, e.g. at 18 seconds in 5.8 and 10 seconds in 5.9, Android runtime
performs its garbage collecting procedure with the aim of free allocated
but no more used memory. The linear increasing of the memory over the
time is due to the context information produced and published within the
framework by installed PluginComponents. As we will better describe
in chapter 7, among the goals we aim to reach in future there is also the
possibility to develop plug-ins which do not necessarily publish context
continuously, but instead perform on-demand publication. Acting in this
way, much less memory will be wasted and GC will be invoked fewer times
during MC2S execution.
Execution of Test2
Let us now analyze performances of executing Test2 on both MotoG and
ZenFone smartphones. From figures 5.10 and 5.11, we can see that the re-
sults show more or less the same trend of those illustrated for the previous
test. With respect to Test1, this test performs requests for five differ-
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ent context information by adopting frequencies which vary from 500 to
1000 milliseconds. As expected, CPU and RAM usage is more high and
overlapped over the time when executing Test2.
As before, the CPU usage does not exceed 10% on both MotoG and
ZenFone, at except for physiological times needed by configuration, start-
up, remote repositories consulting and PluginComponents management.
However, also during this test the achieved performances are very nice,
and even better on ZenFone.
Figure 5.10: CPU and RAM usage during Test2 on MotoG
Focusing on RAM usage, MC2S requires a maximum of either 18 MB
on MotoG or 19 MB on ZenFone. Also this case, Android runtime in-
vokes GC when the limit is reached. The amount of memory required by
MC2S during the execution of Test2 is bigger with respect to the execution
of Test1 due to both the larger number of PluginComponents installed
within the framework and to the greater amount context information pub-
lished by them.
Finally it is curious to spend some words about the behaviour of the
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Figure 5.11: CPU and RAM usage during Test2 on ZenFone
memory allocation provided by Android runtime during MC2S execution.
It is evident that the application working set is on-demand enlarged at
runtime, precisely at 17 seconds in figure 5.10 and at both 1 and 8 seconds
in figure 5.11.
5.3.2 Analysis on Raspberry Pi
In this section we will describe the performance analysis on Raspberry Pi
microcontroller. As mentioned before, we used SIGAR library to collect
and plot data representing MC2S’s CPU and RAM usage. Because of the
periodicity of the obtained results, we will show a temporal window in-
cluding only the first 125 seconds of execution. The model of Raspberry Pi
used for this analysis provides a multi-threaded single-core 700 MHz CPU
with no hyper-threading, so we expect that the performances achieved
during requests processing are not so nice as happen for the smartphones.
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Execution of Test1
From the jagged nature of the plot shown in figure 5.12, it is easy to
understand that when requests are performed with an high frequency rate
on such a kind of device, MC2S massively exploits the single available
CPU. However, at except for the usual configuration, start-up and remote
discovering times (i.e. intervals [0k, 17k] and [18k, 26k]), the plotted curve
presents a zig-zag trend showing that the CPU usage fastly swings from
maximum to low usage after each processed request. Even if at first
glance the plot could seem fearful, actually it must be carefully analyzed.
Since the sampling rate used for retrieving CPU usage values is set to 250
milliseconds, the plot shows that MC2S is able to process every incoming
requests in less than that time. In addition, a careful observation could
lead us to note that the average CPU usage is between 80% and 90%
during the process of the requests incoming after the first one.
Focusing on RAM consumption shown in figure 5.13, we can see that
a maximum of about 33 MB is effectively used by MC2S, even if the Java
runtime approximately allocates 70 MB for the framework. The total
amount of available space is however represented by the whole addressing
space, which in this case hosts 398 MB. The memory usage trend is linear
increasing over the time and does not fall down as on top of Android
devices. This happens because Java runtime garbage collecting politics
do not deallocate unused memory until it is not really necessary, rather
they allocate more memory for the framework when necessary (i.e. right
after 5 seconds of execution).
Execution of Test2
Let us move to evaluate the results obtained from the execution ofTest2 on
Raspberry Pi. Accordingly to the considerations made for Test1, MC2S
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Figure 5.12: CPU usage during Test1 on Raspberry Pi
Figure 5.13: RAM usage during Test1 on Raspberry Pi
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performances may only worsen by increasing the number of requests and
their frequency rate. In fact, as shown in figure 5.14, this is exactly what
happens when five different context requests comes all overlapped one with
respect to each other. The CPU usage is stable between 80% and 100%,
indicating that the processor is always busy to process requests and that
it has no idle time. By the way, MC2S is always able to process all the
incoming requests in reasonable time.
Figure 5.14: CPU usage during Test2 on Raspberry Pi
On the other hand, RAM usage trend is shown in figure 5.19. Also in
this case, approximately 33 MB represent the effective resident memory of
MC2S framework, while this time the Java runtime allocates a maximum
of 100 MB over the whole addressing space of 398 MB. This time the
Java runtime politics linearly allocates more virtual memory with respect
to Test1, since the installation of more PluginComponents together with
the context information published by them create a long-term expectation
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of a bigger amount of resident memory usage.
Figure 5.15: RAM usage during Test2 on Raspberry Pi
5.3.3 Analysis on laptop
In this section we will describe the performance analysis on theHP laptop.
As mentioned before, also in this case we used SIGAR library to collect and
plot data representing MC2S’s CPU and RAM usage. As in the previous
cases, because of the periodicity of the obtained results, we will show a
temporal window including only the first 125 seconds of execution. The
kind of laptop used for the simulation provides a multi-threaded dual-core
2.0 GHz CPU with no hyper-threading, so our expectation point out to
achieve very nice performances during requests processing. Anyway, it
is important to consider that the laptop has 8 years of life and that its
architecture is technologically outdated with respect to nowadays existent
architectures, including those we can find within smartphones and tablets.
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Execution of Test1
It is very easy to compare our expectation with the obtained results just
looking at figures 5.16 and 5.17. Rarely the CPU usage exceeds the 15%
during the execution of Test1, except for the usual physiologic configu-
ration, start-up and remote discovering phases (i.e. within the interval
[0k, 5k]).
Figure 5.16: CPU usage during Test1 on HP laptop
Focusing on RAM usage, we can see that a maximum of about 70 MB
is effectively used by MC2S framework within the first temporal window.
The application working set allocated by Java runtime is instead of about
85 MB, over an available addressing space of 3367 MB.
It is curious to observe how the memory allocated by an application
could differ depending on the underlying architecture. Even if Java ab-
stracts and hides functional portability issues on different kinds of hard-
ware, the amount of resources used by MC2S framework application when
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Figure 5.17: RAM usage during Test1 on HP laptop
executed on top of the HP dv6 laptop is almost double with respect to
those needed when it is executed on Raspberry Pi. This depends not only
by the implementation of the Java Virtual Machine provided for such a
kind of architecture, but also from the native mechanisms provided by the
running OS (e.g. memory management, process scheduling, and so on).
Execution of Test2
Similarly to what we have seen when we told about the execution of Test2
on other devices, also in this case its intensive execution requires more
CPU and RAM usage with respect to Test1. As shown in figure 5.18,
the average CPU usage rarely exceeds the 50%, but often reaches the
30%. However, the jagged shape of the plot shows us that MC2S is able
to easily manage all the incoming requests, since the CPU usage often
touches values lower than 5%.
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Figure 5.18: CPU usage during Test2 on HP laptop
Figure 5.19: RAM usage during Test2 on HP laptop
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Moving to RAM usage evaluation, figure 5.19 shows that an amount
of about 190 MB build the whole working set of the framework, while only
about 100 MB effectively represent MC2S’s resident memory. Also in this
case, the total available addressing space reaches 3367 MB. As expected,
the bigger amount of installed PluginComponents requires more memory
with respect the amount allocated during Test1.
5.3.4 Summary
Within previous sections we have performed a qualitative analysis of
MC2S’s performances. The framework has been evaluated by develop-
ing two kind of tests to run on top of a set of four different devices: two
Android smartphones, a Raspberry Pi microcontroller and an HP laptop.
In order to collect values representing CPU and RAM usage, we used
SIGAR library in Java environment and CPU and Memory Monitors in
Android environments. We then plotted these values to illustrate the
trend of the resources usage on every device individually.
From these plots we figured out that MC2S performances are generally
good for a Java-based framework, especially if executed on top of multi-
cores architectures. In particular, the best performance indicators for both
CPU and RAM have been achieved on Android devices , while the worst
CPU performances have been obtained onto Raspberry Pi architecture.
HP laptop provides instead better CPU performances than Raspberry Pi,
but worst RAM performances. All these values are however indicative,
since every device hosts different types of processors and memories em-
bedded in different architectures. Indeed, even if MC2S requires an upper
bound of about 100 MB of RAM for its execution on top of HP laptop, this
amount of memory is of course acceptable compared with the available 4
GB, especially after that GC is invoked by Java runtime.
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On the other hand, it is important to highlight that even if Raspberry
Pi performances look bad compared with respect to those achieved on
top of the other considered devices, actually MC2S is able to successfully
satisfy multiple and parallel incoming requests in a few milliseconds by
fully exploiting the available resources for very short time. Such a kind
of performances are indeed very difficult to achieve by a Java applica-
tion running on top of an architecture which hosts a single-core 700 MHz
processor and only 512 MB of RAM.
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Related works
As mentioned in the previous sections, even if CrowdSensing is relatively
a new area compared to other research fields, we started our work based
on some already existing MCS framework and middleware, since many
of them faced similar problems by proposing solutions often exploited by
technologies nowadays adopted in Smart Cities and IoT scenarios. On the
other hand, rarely these solutions perfectly suit our specific purposes, since
none of them is able to both satisfy all together the fundamental require-
ments and break some important existing constrains. Actually, they are
able to efficiently reach some goals only neglecting and sacrificing other
import features. Instead, with MC2S, we want to propose a complete,
general purpose, component style framework able to offer a nice trade-off
among efficiency of the proposed solution, satisfaction of imposed require-
ments and breaking of the existing constrains. Acting in this way, we can
improve and fix many MCS aspects that solutions proposed in the past
by other authors neglected, but that are crucial both for the system and
the user experience.
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6.1 Medusa
In Medusa [11] a very modular infrastructure has been developed, pro-
viding a runtime for both Cloud and final user devices sides. In such a
context, programmers can write CrowdSensing tasks using MedScript, a
scripting programming language based on XML. A task abstractly models
a sequence of stages capable to perform actions, and a number of connec-
tors which define the flow of data among the stages themselves. Looking
at the Cloud-side, a task once written is submitted to a MedScript Inter-
preter which generates binaries for the task and insert them in a StageLi-
brary. Then the interpreter pass the binaries toward a TaskTracker,
which in turn is able to keep track of the execution state of the stages of
the running tasks. Each task is assigned to users smartphones through the
WorkerManager, which exploits the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) 1
system as back-end for monetary transactions, smartphone notifications,
etc. Moving to final user smartphone side, the execution of each stage
of the assigned task is controlled by the StageTracker, which frequently
update the execution status of the stages sending control messages toward
the TaskTracker. In order to ensure security and privacy of the final user,
the execution of each stage on the smartphone is sandboxed by MedBox
during the entire execution.
As it is simple to note from the above description, Medusa is a very re-
liable, secure and stable middleware due to its Cloud-based infrastructure,
to its modularity in terms of system entities, to the sandboxed execution
of the tasks and to AMT support. Furthermore, it is powerful in terms of
control and robustness, since periodically control messages are exchanged
among the various system modules raising useful information and knowl-
edge about the status of both the system itself and the submitted tasks
1Amazon Mechanical Turk. Amazon.com, Inc., www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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Figure 6.1: Medusa system architecture
which may be used to take important decisions about the behaviour of
the whole system. Indeed, the adopted approach allows Medusa to have a
complete near-real-time control of what is happening on each single device
6.2 MOSDEN
MOSDEN (MObile Sensor Data EngiNe) [7] is a collaborative, autonomous
scalable and interoperable MCS framework realized in order to make easier
the difficult and time consuming task of develop MCS sensing applications
which, in turn, are able to provide context information.
As shown in figure 6.2, MOSDEN provides a component-based archi-
tecture based on the following entities:
• Plugin: independent user-defined applications that communicate
with the framework, described using an XML fashion;
• Virtual Sensor: an abstraction of a data source from some data
are obtained;
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• Processors: wrappers for algorithms processing data incoming
from Virtual Sensors;
• Storage Manager: a manager for the local storage of raw data
retrieved from sensors;
• Query Manager: a manager which deals to resolve and answer to
queries from external sources, i.e. either other MOSDEN instances
or simple applications querying for data;
• Service Manager: a manager responsible to manage subscrip-
tions to data from external sources using either a push or pull re-
quest method;
• API Manager: a manager which provides a standard way to
subscribe and access data to and from MOSDEN instances. All the
API’s requests are received over HTTP.
The above described architecture has been implemented for Android
platforms and allows developers to focus on application development rather
than understanding the complexities of the underlying platform. The com-
plexities has been hidden providing intuitive and standardised interfaces
that makes the platform reusable and easy to develop new applications.
Each MOSDEN instance runs in background on mobile devices requir-
ing a minimal user interaction. In a classical scenario, a device running an
instance of the MOSDEN server performs context requests to one or more
devices running an instance of the MOSDEN client. Context requests can
be made using either restful or push-based streaming methods. The latter
streaming method makes a new connection for each performed request, in-
stead the former is designed to maintain a persistent connection between
MOSDEN client and MOSDEN server.
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Figure 6.2: MOSDEN platform architecture
6.3 PRISM
The aim behind the development of PRISM (Platform for Remote Sens-
ing using Smartphones) [3] is to balance the related goals of generality,
security and scalability. The platform allows developers to package their
applications in executable binaries which can be automatically pushed in
each moment toward an appropriate set of applications.
Users who would like to participate and contribute to community sens-
ing need to install PRISM runtime on their mobile smartphones and reg-
ister to the PRISM infrastructure. The runtime has been implemented in
order to run on top of an existing mobile phone OS. Currently the PRISM
is written in C# and is compatible with Windows Phone operating sys-
tems 2.
As shown in figure 6.3, the PRISM architecture consists of the following
three components:
• Application server, which submits jobs to PRISM servers;
2Windows Phone operating systems for smartphones, Microsoft Corporation.
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Figure 6.3: PRISM architecture
• PRISM server, which accepts jobs from application servers and
deploys them onto an appropriate set of known mobile phones;
• PRISM client, that registers with PRISM servers and supports
the execution of sandboxed jobs delivered by them.
The most common data flow starts with the registration process of
the mobile phones, which expires after a certain amount of time. Dur-
ing the registration procedure, smartphones announce their presence and
availability to execute jobs to PRISM servers and exchanges both static
and dynamic information with them. Static information are exchanged at
registration time and are related to the kind of sensors and hardware that
a smartphone makes available to executable jobs, while dynamic infor-
mation are periodically exchanged and include, for example, the residual
battery level and the location of the smartphone.
Anyway, a push-based approach is used to execute the available jobs on
registered mobile phones. Using this model PRISM ensures fast response,
efficiency and scalability, but it also requires an efficient mechanism able
to continuously track registered mobile phones.
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Moreover, a two-level predicate API has been developed to be used
between application servers and PRISM servers to accurately and quickly
identify the set of mobile phones that can run a particular application.
Using the top-level predicate, an application may specify the desired ca-
pabilities in terms of sensors, the number of smartphones, the coarse-grain
location, etc. On the other hand, using the low-level predicate applica-
tions can express finer grain capabilities, like a more accurate location,
the speed (i.e. deploy only if a phone is moving at pedestrian speed), etc.
Finally, safe execution of untrusted application binaries on a mobile
phone is guaranteed using software sandbox mechanism. The PRISMd
daemon mediates all accesses of the monitored application to sensors,
resources, file system and network of the involved mobile device.
6.4 MoST
MoST (Mobile Sensing Technology) [1] is a simple, reliable, feature-full
sensing engine for MCS experiments and app development. It is open-
source, modular and lightweight and it has been designed for Android op-
erating system. Lightweight means that it uses a low amount of resources
and memory by providing low-level optimization to reduce overhead and
limit the impact on local resource usage, while modular is intended as easy
to extend and to be useful to as many different app as possible.
MoST supports most sensors commonly found on recent smartphones,
namely accelerometers, gyroscope, GPS, etc. Through its API, the frame-
work offers to developers a set of facilities and functions suitable to quickly
and simply implement MCS applications based on these sensors. Installed
applications can easily and safety access sensors and hardware without the
need to worry about concurrency and shared accesses, since MoST is able
to collect raw sensing data by carefully controlling parallel access to sys-
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tem resources. For example, if a phone call is arriving on a smartphone,
the framework is able to automatically disable any sensing action involving
the microphone and the speakers.
As shown in figure 6.4, the MoST architecture includes two subsystems
and a set of system components. As framework’s basic building blocks,
an Input is an entity able to retrieve information from physical or logical
sources of sensing data, while a Pipeline could be any component able to
receive and process sensed data collected from one or more Inputs and to
send the processed data to either the client application requesting it or
other Pipelines.
Figure 6.4: MoST architecture
Inputs and Pipelines are contained within the Sensing subsystem,
together with a system Bus which implements a publish/subscribe infras-
tructure between the two entities. Inputs first collect data from sensors
and wrap them into object, then publish them through the Bus. Pipelines
just subscribe for context objects to the Bus. When a context object
published by an Input and matching a certain request is available to the
Bus, it dispatches the object toward the Pipelines that have previously
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performed the request. Once received an object, a Pipeline process it and
send the results to interested applications.
On the other hand, theManagement subsystem represents the frame-
work entry point for interaction with the hosting operating system. Within
the subsystem, the Input Manager tracks the status of all the Inputs and
acts on their life-cycle in order to initialize, activate and deactivate them.
In the meanwhile, the Input Arbiter accumulates “votes” in order to de-
cide whether an Input should be active or not. The votes are provided by
three different entities:
• the Interaction Layer component, listening for system events, votes
positively if the eventual activation of the Input does not interfere
with the normal behaviour of the system;
• theMoST service, receiving requests from external apps, votes pos-
itively if the activation of the Input is has been required by some
app;
• the Power Management component, based on power management
policies, votes positively if the eventual activation of the Input re-
spects the implemented policies.
Only when the votes of all the three entities are positive, an Input will be
effectively activated.
Object pooling techniques have been used in order to reuse the objects
allocated by the Inputs and to avoid reallocation. When an Input retrieves
new information from a data source, it uses an unused object from a shared
Message Pool to wrap the retrieved data. By using the reference counting
mechanism, the Bus tracks the allocated objects and puts back in the pool
all the objects no longer used by the system components. By minimizing
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objects creation, this technique reduces also GC 3 loads, which in turn
save CPU and memory.
6.5 Ambient Dynamix
Ambient Dynamix is an open source and power aware framework running
as lightweight Android service has been developed [2]. The framework
owns a pure P2P component-based architecture based on Java and OSGi
and allows users to extract high-level Context directly from the device,
without any Cloud support. In Dynamix, a generic Context is not repre-
sented necessary by a string, instead it could has a POJO representation
which allows programmers to have a less error-prone, more complex and
simple to use representation.
In such a context, programmers can develop both Context Plug-Ins
and Applications. In the first case, a Plug-Ins developer may first develop
its own Context Plug-In starting from a set of Java classes and interfaces
furnished as Plug-In SDK API, then make available the developed Context
Plug-In to the whole Dynamix community using the online Plug-In repos-
itories. These classes define five base types of Context Plug-Ins, defining
their behaviour in offering Context information to interested applications:
• PUSH: Context events will be continuously broadcast toward all
applications interested to the provided Context;
• PULL: requests made by applications interested to the provided
Context will be accomplished by single Context event answers;
• PULL_INTERACTIVE: like PULL, but user interaction via GUI
is required;
3Garbage Collector, to reclaim garbage or memory occupied by objects that are no longer in use
by a running programs
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• PUSHPULL: combines both the PUSH and PULL functionalities,
as described above;
• PUSHPULL_INTERACTIVE: like PUSHPULL, but user interac-
tion via GUI is needed for PULL.
Every user that installed Dynamix service on its smartphone can down-
load and install an online available Context Plug-In which, in turn, will
be installed and integrated locally into Dynamix service itself.
On the other hand, an application developer may develop a standard
Android application requiring a Context offered by some of the Context
Plug-Ins available in known repositories. If this Context Plug-In is not
installed on the device when the request has been made, Dynamix service
will automatically download and install it locally, before answer success-
fully to the Context request.
Figure 6.5: Dynamix framework architecture
All Dynamix compliant applications request Context to Dynamix ser-
vice through the Facade API and receive Context answers from it through
the Event API. In both cases, security mechanisms for Context exchange
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has been implemented using ContextFirewall. Furthermore, the execu-
tion of each Context Plug-In is sandboxed and manually associated by the
user to a Privacy Policy among Blocked, Low Trust, Medium Trust,
High Trust and Higher Trust. By default, a new installed Context Plug-
In is Blocked and defines, in its specification, at most a Privacy Risk
Level for each Privacy Policy. A Privacy Risk Level describes the be-
haviour of the Context Plug-In when the user apply the correspondent
Privacy Policy.
6.6 Comparison with MC2S
In the previous sections we have already described each related work indi-
vidually, telling about them in a generic and extended way and covering
all the provided features. In this section, instead, we will compare these
frameworks and platforms with our MC2S framework using different met-
rics and dwelling on common, missing and improved features. An overview
of the comparison is shown in table 6.1.
A first evident difference is related to the infrastructure type. Medusa
and PRISM are Cloud-based, while MOSDEN, MoST and Dynamix are
P2P-based as MC2S. Using the Cloud, a big amount of network transfers
are required, for example during task assignment phase or during exchang-
ing of messages needed to maintain the execution status and manage the
control flow and life-cycle of the applications. Even if this approach allows
a complete near-real-time control of what is happening, it may be adopted
only if the involved devices are able to reach the Cloud through Internet
many times during the execution of their jobs. It is easy to imagine that
such a kind of approach becomes useless in case a device is disconnected
from Internet, or when the user wants to preserve the mobile data usage
due of a typical limited data consumption contract with an ISP.
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Another important issue is the portability of the platforms. In Medusa,
ad-hoc support must be added into MedBox in order to allow the exe-
cution of the tasks binaries on different kinds of hardware. This means
that an huge and continuous effort is needed by Medusa team to support
a large heterogeneity of devices, and to integrate new devices through up-
dates maintaining compatibility. Instead MOSDEN, MoST and Dynamix
have been specifically implemented for Android. Since the operating sys-
tem is nowadays used by a lot of devices, it guarantees nice portability
features, even if it is not able to have a complete coverage. Finally, PRISM
has been built for Windows Phone devices, so its portability is very low.
Anyway, the platform is modular and allows binaries-based extensions,
since application servers may be able to push the right version of the bi-
nary job depending on the hardware of the mobile phones, just exploiting
the introspection mechanisms made available by the framework API. On
the other hand, MC2S is portable on an huge range of hardware because
of its Java-based nature, as already described in detail within the section
3.2.5.
Another important comparison metric, often strictly related to system
portability, is the security of a system. MOSDEN and MoST rely secu-
rity aspects directly to Android operating system, without redefining their
own security mechanisms. On the other hand, because of their infrastruc-
ture choices, Medusa and PRISM may obviously trust the Cloud-side of
the system, but they need to implement a sandbox mechanism in order to
support the safe execution of untrusted tasks on mobile devices side. On
the contrary, as already described in sections 6.5 and 3.2.6, respectively
both Dynamix and MC2S redefines their security model on the basis of the
OSGi security standard. In addition, because of the portability consider-
ations, Dynamix enriches its security model adding the features provided
by Android security module, while MC2S continues to guarantee an high
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Medusa MOSDEN PRISM MoST Dynamix MC2S
infrastructure
type Cloud P2P Cloud P2P P2P P2P
open-source X X X
portability binarydependant Android
Windows
Phone Android Android Java
security
mechanisms
Based on
sandboxed
execution
Based on
Android
security
Based on
sandboxed
execution
Based on
Android
security
Based on
Android
and OSGi
security
Based on
Java and
OSGi
security
component-
based
architecture
X X X
applications
auto-
download
X X
self-assembly
and
dependencies
management
X
context reuse
and
applications
cooperation
X
Table 6.1: Comparison among MC2S and others MCS frameworks
level of portability also from security point of view, directly exploiting the
Java security model to protect user privacy.
MC2S proposes a component-based architecture which offers context
information reuse, cooperation among different applications, expandabil-
ity, dynamicity, compositionality, self-assembly and automatic dependen-
cies management properties, and that allows to download applications
on-the-fly when they are required. Medusa, PRISM and MoST do not pro-
vide these characteristics. In order to ensure that, their runtime should
be made more flexible, parametric and capable to adapt depending on
both the user needs and environmental situations. In such a kind of envi-
ronment a task, once finalized, will generally run in the same stable con-
figuration in all the devices where it is downloaded. On the other hand,
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MOSDEN and Ambient Dynamix provide a component-based architec-
ture which makes the framework more modular, dynamic and expandable.
However, they are not able to guarantee self-assembly properties and to
manage dependencies among applications, inhibiting the cooperation and
auto-deployment among applications. Actually, in addition Dynamix of-
fers also the on-demand and automatic download of applications when
required by the user or by external applications, respectively.
Moreover, Cloud-based platforms are expensive from both develop-
ers and customer point of view because of infrastructures and developing
costs. On the other hand, P2P-based frameworks are more easy to de-
velop, maintain and update and they do not need particular infrastructure
costs. In both cases, users just need to download and install it on an OS-
compliant device.
Finally, only MoST, Dynamix and MC2S are open-source, while the
other compared systems have been developed by proprietary entities and
their code is not available to all the world. Even if there are evident
differences among the two frameworks, Ambient Dynamix is nowadays
the solution closest to MC2S.
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Future works
In this chapter we will discuss about possible improvements and addi-
tional features to add in the next version of MC2S framework. First of all,
the effective realization of a website containing some public repositories
is on top of the list since it will be help us to launch the MC2S commu-
nity. Moreover, some guys of Trinity College’s are helping us not only in
providing a set of built-in plug-ins suitable to obtain for free some basic
features, but also in developing an more user-friendly and intuitive GUI
for the both Java and Android applications embedding the two versions
of the framework. From the results about memory usage obtained from
performance analysis described in section 5.3, we decided to give the pos-
sibility to users to developers plug-ins owning a push-behaviour, that is
the capability of publish context information only when effectively asked.
Last but not least, we proposed an inter-devices communication model
which will theoretically allows MC2S instances to communicate among
themselves even if they are running on different devices. Since MC2S al-
ready allow two devices to exchange information through the network, the
new model extends the previous one by adding short-range communica-
tion and proximity protocols allowing information exchanging also among
neighbours devices running an instance of MC2S framework. By adding
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these features, in future we aim to build a more complete, stable and
reliable version of our framework.
7.1 Public repositories and website
During this thesis we mentioned a lot of times the self-assembly and auto-
download features provided by MC2S framework. Such features generally
involve remote servers hosting either public or private repositories contain-
ing Bundles which may be used by the framework during dependencies
resolution and selection processes.
The main idea was related to release the first version of MC2S frame-
work together with a set of public repositories which would represent the
starting point of MC2S community. In this mind, all people belonging
to the community may either just consult or exploit these repositories for
their own purposes. New developed Plug-Ins can be uploaded within the
repositories and automatically shared with the community while, at the
same time, people of the community can use existing Plug-Ins together
with their context datatypes either on locally within the device or to
develop new complex Plug-Ins providing dependencies toward them.
In all cases, the access to public repositories must be ensured through
the Internet by buying a particular domain and by developing a website
able to interface them through an intuitive and user-friendly interface. In
this way, MC2S may be released by integrating the website domain directly
among the known and trust repositories. Moreover, security controls on
the uploaded Plug-Ins must be performed in order to ensure the trustness
and the correctness of the public repositories.
Even if we thought about all those described aspects, they have not
yet been implemented. Currently, no people are available to take charge
of this job, but we hope to find someone very soon.
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7.2 Built-in Plug-ins
In section 7.1 we spoken about the realization of a website which may
be used to easily consult and access to MC2S’s public repositories. Once
realized, new Plug-Ins can be uploaded within it by all the people of the
community.
Because of the standard set of sensors like GPS, gyroscope, accelerom-
eter, light sensor, microphone, etc., nowadays available on every mobile
device, it could be convenient to provide a basic set of built-in Plug-Ins
implementing some of the basic features which can be commonly provided
by these sensors. For example, Plug-Ins able to produce context informa-
tion like the current battery level of the device, the audio recorded by the
microphone, the current light level, the frames captured by the camera, the
number of steps performed by the user, and so on could be inserted within
public repositories in order to represent basic features available not only to
all the community, but also to developers which may avoid to waste their
time in rewriting already existing code by just specifying dependencies
toward context information produced by the interested plug-ins.
Even if the set of built-in Plug-Ins is still empty, we assigned the task
of fill it to a final year student of Trinity College which will do it for its
bachelor’s degree thesis.
7.3 Framework GUI
In their current implementation, the applications embedding MC2S frame-
work present very poor and feature missing interfaces. Even if GUI are
often considered irrelevant, actually they are fundamental for the applica-
tion usability and the user interaction.
Currently, both the pure Java and Android embedder applications
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allow users to only perform introspection operations on the embedded
MC2S framework instance. By using the provided operations, the user
may dynamically obtain an overview of Bundles, system components and
PluginComponents currently installed within the framework. We aim
to enrich the application interface with a lot of additional features like
the visualization of the complete content of MC2S public repositories,
the on-tap download and installation of remote plug-ins, the management
of security aspects related to both repositories and external requesters
through pop-up messages, and so on.
Fortunately, dome Trinity College’s researchers believing in the project
proposed themselves to help us in the realization of the user interface.
They are currently working on a nice and user-friendly GUI which aims
to make MC2S framework usage more intuitive and simple to use.
7.4 Alternative methods for Context pub-
lication
In our current implementation of MC2S framework, once a producer Plug-
inComponent is installed it typically starts to publish Context toward
other components with a particular time interval by using Event Admin
service. Such a kind of approach works fine when context consumer plug-
ins which want to repeatedly obtain fresh information are installed within
the framework, but it is not appropriated for cases in which a few commu-
nication are enough or for push-based requests. Moreover, this approach
exploits memory in a bad way, since every time a plug-in publish a context
it allocates a new object which, once received by the context consumer,
will be left unreferred inside the heap. After a long run, this procedure
leads the runtime to the activation of GC with the aim to free the no more
used memory.
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Accordingly to these reasons, the idea is to define more types of plug-
in by extending the PluginComponent class depending on the desired
behaviour. Just for example, a PushPluginComponent class may be
implemented to give the possibility to develop a plug-in which will publish
context information only when effectively asked by other entities. Such a
kind of infrastructural modification could be present since version 2.0 of
MC2S framework.
7.5 Inter-devices communication
An amazing enlargement of MC2S capabilities and use cases could be
reached by implementing a sort of direct communication among close de-
vices running an instance of the framework. In such a kind of scenario,
two or more devices running MC2S may use short-range communication
protocols like Bluethooth, Wi-Fi Direct or NFC to exchange useful infor-
mation among themselves. Above all, a device can exploits the plug-ins
installed inside the MC2S instance running on top of neighbours devices to
enlarge both the range of context information requests it is able to satisfy
and the set of resources which can be considered during the resolution
process of a particular plug-ins.
However, the integration of this additional feature implies many secu-
rity issues which cannot be neglected in order to guarantee user privacy.
Even if the above mentioned protocols are based on well known security
standards, in order to be secure MC2S needs a trustness mechanism sim-
ilar to the one provided for the acceptance of requests incoming over the
network. As shown in figure 7.1, by introducing this feature MC2S in-
stances which are not able to satisfy a received context request may ask
for help the neighbourhood by effectively creating a real opportunistic
network. Many opportunistic routing algorithms may be then used to
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Figure 7.1: Future MC2S’s inter-devices communication
control the flow of the context information among neighbour devices. In
this way the framework capabilities will be no more limited to consult lo-
cally installed plug-ins and known remote repositories, but also to consider
all those devices reachable through a path in the dynamic and on-the-fly
built opportunistic network.
Accordingly to our milestones, a beta version of the inter-devices com-
munication mechanism will be implemented in the version 2.0 of MC2S
framework.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this thesis we presentedMobile Component-based CrowdSens-
ing (MC2S), an open-source, autonomic, Cloud-free, portable and
component-based framework designed to simplify the development and
to support the efficient management and execution of multiple, secure,
interoperable and concurrent Mobile CrowdSensing applications. Even
if we sold it as MCS framework, it finds many applications also in scenar-
ios related to Internet of Things (IoT), ubiquitous computing (ubicomp),
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), Smart Cities, Home Automation and
so on.
Some of the main needs of developing such a kind of frameworks comes
from an ever increasing availability of powerful and heterogeneous smart
devices sold at affordable prices and defining a real trend which spreads in
the life of everyone, together with the users’ evolving needs which requires
MCS applications able to provide smart and dynamic interactions with
both humans and other smart devices. The original idea was to building
a framework on top of some already existent open-source MCS platforms
with the aim to improve them by fixing the missing and neglected fea-
tures. We first focused on Ambient Dynamix, because of the correlation
of its features with respect to our milestones, but we eventually decided
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to rewrite the framework from scratch, since its architecture did not allow
us to have a large enough freedom degree necessary to realize our ideas
and develop the desired features.
In chapter 2 we first described about the enormous impact that Mobile
CrowdSensing has on the social and daily life, then we discussed about the
different types of CrowdSensing existing nowadays, considering them on
the basis of user involvement and phenomenon type criteria. After that, we
spoken about privacy implications that the research field implicitly poses
on both users and their mobile devices when they are involved within the
sensing process, proposing encryption, data perturbation and anonymiza-
tion techniques as common possible solutions. To conclude the chapter,
we focused on models, features and capabilities offered by already exist-
ing MCS platforms. In this way, we explained the infrastructural models
adopted by both Cloud and P2P-based systems, analyzing pros e cons
reachable by using them.
Within chapter 3, MC2S framework has been described from a more
abstract point of view, telling about the offered features and the design
process used during its development. The main offered features have been
highlighted, starting from the concept of community of users and going
toward the possibility of develop simple Plug-Ins by using the set of APIs
provided by the framework libraries. Users may also act as consumers only,
when the high-level context information provided on-demand by Plug-Ins
developed by other users is only exploited for their own purposes. Because
of its Cloud-free and component-based architecture, the description of
MC2S design starts by logically defining a stack of several layers that, by
adopting a bottom-up approach, is used to explain the content of each
layer individually. MC2S is written in Java and expresses the need of a
Java-compliant operating system installed on the device on top an user
hopes to execute the framework. Going up onto the stack, the framework
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exploits OSGi to define, manage, and orchestrate modular Plug-Ins out
of multiple components. These components, in turn, are able to coop-
erate, share and reuse produced high-level context information among
themselves. Entering the MC2S core layer, we modularly defined a set
of system components able to independently provides self-assembly and
auto-download mechanisms able to automatically discover, resolve, down-
load and install Plug-Ins. Focusing on the resolution process, it aims to
build a solutions space containing all the possible resolution solutions for
the involved Plug-In, just checking its requirements in terms of dependen-
cies toward the context information produced by other Plug-Ins. In order
to choose a particular resolution solution for the Plug-In to resolve, several
heuristics have been adopted based on different evaluation criteria. Even
if the priority is given to resolution solutions containing Plug-Ins that are
already installed within the running instance of MC2S, Plug-Ins avail-
able in remote and trusted repositories may be automatically considered,
downloaded and installed within the framework.
In order to realize these abstract aspects, chapter 4 presents the real
implementation process adopted for MC2S framework, describing the def-
inition of at least an OSGi component for each defined system component
interface. An MC2S instance is a lightweight and multi-threaded OSGi
Bundle. The Bundle is so embedded within an instance of Apache Felix
implementation of OSGi framework specifications which, in turn, is itself
embedded within either an Android or pure-Java application, depending
on the considered device. All the defined layers are finally executed within
a Java Virtual Machine (or Dalvik Virtual Machine, in Android) hosted
by the underlying Operating System.
Within chapter 5, two use cases have been developed to show MC2S
in action during the resolution of real problems. The first one proposes
a distributed system for the monitoring of environmental parameters in
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which different kinds of sensors have been located in many areas of a city
with the aim to improve the life quality of the city itself. The second one
describes a real-time earthquakes identification systems based on Android
devices which may be financed by international entities with the aim of
improving both the scale and the number of detections made all over the
World. In addition, the chapter presents a qualitative analysis of MC2S
performances by reporting some interesting experimental results. The core
of the analysis is based on two stress-tests which have been executed on
four different devices: two Android smartphones, a Raspberry Pi and an
HP laptop. The outcomes of these tests not only show how the framework
can achieve nice performances when executed on top of architectures pro-
vided of updated hardware and technologies, but that it behaves well also
on outdated and lack of power architectures at the price of an additional
power consumption. Accordingly to this, best performances have been
achieved on Android smartphones, followed by the laptop and then by the
Raspberry Pi.
The framework has been built on the line guide of results, experiments
and models already faced by several related works. Among the most
important MCS frameworks, platforms and middleware that inspired our
work, we can find Medusa, MOSDEN, PRISM, MoST and Ambient
Dynamix. The chapter 6 presents a complete summary of each of them,
finally providing a feature-based comparison with MC2S.
Finally, within chapter 7 additional future features and improvements
have been proposed to make MC2S a better and forefront MCS frame-
work. We aim to start the MC2S community through a website hosting
the public repositories and to build a more user-friendly GUI for applica-
tions embedding the framework. We also hope to release the version 2.0
of MC2S by providing an improved memory usage, a novel inter-devices
communication mechanism and a set of built-in plug-ins that aims to both
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cover some of the standard user needs and to help developers to enter our
community by developing new plug-ins on the basis of those existing in
the built-in set.
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